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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Huang-gezhuang Town Waste Water Treatment Plant Project of Tangshan City is one of the
subprojects of Hebei Small Cities & Towns Development Demonstration Sector Project, a
proposed ADB loan project. Huang-gezhuang Town Waste Water Treatment Plant Project
comprises 2 parts: wastewater treatment plant construction and wastewater collection
pipeline construction.
The beneficial area is urban area of Huang-gezhuang Town. The service population is 20,608
in 2007, covering the service area of 2.6 km2. The planned service population is 40,917 in
2020, with the urban area of 7.06km2.
After implementation of the Project, it will play an active role to alleviate the pollution situation in
Huang-gezhuang Town, reduce the water pollutant level, and improve the water environment,
which is benefit for body health of local residents and development of industrial & agricultural
production. It can be expected that construction of the Project will bring the following social and
economic benefits: (i) Control pollution to the Douhe River valley, protect the water resource. (ii)
Improve environment of Huang-gezhuang Town, guarantee body-health of local people. (iii)
Promote sustainable development of Huang-gezhuang Town, alleviate water resource
deficiency.
The total cost estimation of Huang-gezhuang Town Waste Water Treatment Plant (WWTP)
Project is CNY64.51million, including USD 4.0 million utilizing the proposed ADB loan. The
resettlement budget has been estimated as CNY2,680,315, which takes up 4.16% of the total
investment.
The Project has been scheduled to start construction in September 2011, and finish in
September 2012, with the total construction period of 12 months. After the RP is approved by
ADB, the land acquisition, compensation and resettlement plan will start execution in June,
2011.
The resettlement impact of the Project is mainly permanent land acquisition and temporary land
occupation, which involves no demolition of residential houses and enterprise properties.
The construction of the WWTP involves permanent land acquisition of 35mu farmland of the
Michang Village.
The construction of the wastewater collection pipeline involves temporary land occupation of
143.72mu, all of which is state-owned river shoal land, motor or non-motor vehicle lanes. There
are no residential houses or other buildings along the routine of the pipeline.
Land acquisition of the Project involves Michang Village of Huang-gezhuang Town. There are
totally 538 households in the village, with the population of 1456. The acquired land areas were
classified as collective reserved farmland, which were not contracted to farmers. The villagers
derived no direct income from the land, as the land has been contracted for 3 years. The village
committee reserved the right to dispose the income from non-contracted collective land.
According to Chinese law, the collective land belongs to all the villagers. Therefore, all the
villagers shall be regarded as affected persons of the Project, altogether 538HHs with 1456
persons; however, none of these households will suffer significant impacts.
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In order to minimize the adverse impact on local socioeconomics caused by the Project
construction, in feasibility study stage and design stage, the IA, and the final design
compilation agency, and the RP compilation agency have jointly adopted effective measures
such as project target adjustment, multi-scheme comparison of design and construction
schemes. The best plan has been selected after multi-scheme comparison and optimization.
This Resettlement Plan is based on the Land Administration Law of the People’s Republic of
China (2004), State Council Circular on the Decisions of Deepening Reform and Administrating
Land Strictly (Ref. No. GF [2004] 28), “Circular on implementation of Sector Price for Land
Acquisition by the People’s Government of Hebei Province” (Ji Govern. [2008] No.312) and other
related policies of Hebei province, ADB’s Policy on Involuntary Resettlement (1995), and other
relevant policies for social security. Also through negotiation with local government and APs, the
principles for preparation of this Resettlement Plan (RP) have been determined: (i) Involuntary
resettlement should be avoided or minimized where feasible; (ii) Compensation and entitlements
provided for the APs should be able to at least maintain, or improve their “pre-project” standard of
living;(iii) No matter whether they have legal entitlements, all APs will be compensated and
assisted; (iv) Where land per capita after land acquisition is not sufficient to maintain livelihood,
compensation by cash or through land replacement and other income-generating activities will
be provided; (v) All APs will be adequately informed on eligibility, compensation mode and
standards, livelihood and income restoration plans, project timing, and will be involved in RP
implementation; (vi) No land acquisition will take place unless replacement land or sufficient
compensation are given to APs;(vii) The EA and independent/ third party monitoring agency will
monitor compensation and resettlement operations; (viii) Vulnerable groups will receive special
assistance or treatment to ensure them to better off. APs should have the opportunities to benefit
from the Project; (ix) RP should be combined with the local general plan; and (x) RP budget
should be adequate and cover full aspects.
According to related stipulations in the annexes of “Circular on implementation of Sector Price for
Land Acquisition by the People’s Government of Hebei Province” (Ji Govern. [2008] No.312), the
average annual output value (AAOV) of the affected farmland in the past three years shall be taken as
CNY1,200/mu. The section price for Fengnan District shall be taken as CNY45,000/mu, which equals
to 37.50 multiples of the AAOV. The land acquisition in the Project involves no young crops
compensation.

The income restoration measures include cash compensation, technical training and Project
employment priority. Considering the rent from the land was kept in the village as public fund,
after consulting with the village committee, the compensation fee for the collective-owned
land acquisition will still be allocated as public fund of the village, and be used specially for
the construction of basic infrastructures in Michang village. Fengnan District ADB Project
Management Office (FNDPMO) and HUTG also allocate CNY10,000 to the affected labor
force (including 50% women labor) for technical training.
The construction of this project will create certain temporary or semi-fixed construction work
opportunities which include material transportation, earthwork project and food provision, etc.
Laborers in the affected households will enjoy the priority of taking part in the construction,
working at the non-technical posts so as to increase their income and improve their living
standard.
When the project is finished, there will be 35 vacancies in the plant. Under equal condition, the
villagers of Michang Village, which has been affected by the land acquisition, will enjoy the
priority of obtaining jobs. After consultation with HUTG, they have agreed that when the plant is
II

built, they will recruit 10 qualified workers after training from the villagers with high school and
above education level. In addition, the villagers will also enjoy the priority of obtaining low skill
workers such as landscaping protection, tidiness and security for the plant.
Through different ways, such as, meetings, interviews and group discussions, public
participations and negotiations within communities, all the affected persons (including 50%
women) were informed of the key content of the RP. Villagers have participated in the project
and their opinions were included in the plan. The Resettlement Information Booklet and RP will
be handed out to the affected persons and villages in June 2011. The first draft of the RP will
also be posted on the ADB’s official website by June 30th 2011. The grievance redress channel
has been established for the affected persons. Each relevant agency should process the
complaint and grievance redress from the affected persons without charge, and the reasonable
fee resulted will be covered by the contingencies.
HUTG will be the implementation agency of the project. It will set up a special Resettlement
Office to carry out the specific responsibility for implementation of the RP. To ensure
successive implementation of the RP, besides internal monitoring, FNDPMO will entrust
independent monitoring agency for external monitoring and evaluation every six months. The
monitoring and evaluation fee is covered in the resettlement budget.

III

Glossary or Terminology
Affected person (or household): People (households) affected by project-related
changes in use of land, water or other natural resources.
Compensation: Money or payment in kind to which the people affected are entitled in order
to replace the lost asset, resource or income.
Entitlement: Range of measures comprising compensation, income restoration, transfer
assistance, income substitution, and relocation which are due to affected people, depending
on the nature of their losses, to restore their economic and social base.
Replacement Cost: Replacement Cost refers to a method of asset evaluation that uses
market price to replace lost property or uses its closet equivalent, adding any
transaction cost, for example, administration cost, tax, registry fee and the cost for
gaining (owning or using) qualification. If the standard is not stipulated in any national law,
a replacement cost is necessary to be complemented to it. The replacement cost is
determined on the basis of the higher one of the current market price and the market
price prior to property lost. In the absence of the functional market, a compensation
structure shall be used to make the living level of affect persons recover at least to the
level when losing property, moving or limiting use (of the property).
Income restoration: Reestablishing income sources and livelihoods of people affected
Relocation: Rebuilding housing, assets, including productive land, and public infrastructure
in another location.
Resettlement effect: Loss of physical and non-physical assets, including homes,
communities, productive land, income-earning assets and sources, subsistence, resources,
cultural sites, social structures, networks and ties, cultural identity, and mutual help
mechanisms.
Resettlement plan: A time-bound action plan with budget setting out resettlement strategy,
objectives, entitlement, actions, responsibilities, monitoring and evaluation.
Vulnerable groups: Distinct groups of people who might suffer disproportionately from
resettlement effects.
Allocation of the land use right: Allocation of the land use right refers to acts that,
after the land user has paid compensation and expenses for resettlement, etc. with the
law, allocate the land to the land user or gratuitously allocate the land-use right to the
land user.
Transfer of the Land Use Right: Transfer of the Land Use Right refers to the acts that
the State grants land users the right to use the state-owned land for a certain number of
years on condition that the users shall pay the State a transfer fee for the land-use right.
Basic Farmland: Basic Farmland generally means the fertile land used for agricultural
production which is strictly protected by the general plan.
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LIST OF ACRONYMS AND MEASURES
AAOV
Average Annual Output Value
ADB
Asian Development Bank
AP
Affected Person
FNDDRO Fengnan District Demolition & Resettlement Office
FNDLAB Fengnan District Land Administration Bureau
FNDPMO Fengnan District ADB Project Management Office
FDWSC
Fengnan District Water Supply Company
Huang-gezhuang Town Government
HUTG
Community Residents Committee
CRC
DI
Design Institute
DMS
Detailed Measurement Survey
EA
Executing Agency
EIA
Environmental Impact Assessment
Environmental Protection Bureau
EPB
FB
Finance Bureau
GDP
Gross Domestic Product
FSR
Feasibility Study Report
Ha
Hectare
Hebei Provincial Government
HPG
HPMO
Hebei Project Management Office
IA
Implementing Agency
LAB
Land Administration Bureau
LSSL
Least Subsistence Security Line
M&E
Monitoring and Evaluation
NGO
Non Governmental Organizations
PMO
Project Management Office
PPTA
Project Preparatory Technical Assistance
PRA
Participatory Rapid Appraisal
PRC
Peoples Republic of China
RO
Resettlement Office
RP
Resettlement Plan
TA
Technical Assistance
TSECC
Tianjin Saiying Engineering Construction Consultancy Management Co. Ltd.
ToR
Terms of Reference
WTP
Water Treatment Plant
US$
United States Dollar
2
km
square kilometer
mm
Millimeters
3
m /d
Cubic Meters per day
≤
≥
mu
CNY

Less than or equal to
Greater than or equal to
Chinese area measure for land, 1mu = 1/15 ha (1 ha = 15 mu)
Chinese currency Yuan, 1 Yuan = 1/7.0 $US ( $US1=CNY 7.0)
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1

Project Description

1.1 Introduction
The Resettlement Plan (RP) report is prepared in accordance with the following: ADB Policy
on Involuntary Resettlement (1995), ADB’s Resettlement Handbook-A Guide to Good Practice
and Gender Dimension of Resettlement (Gender Checklist: Resettlement, March, 2003), other
social security and guidelines in the social fields, Chinese laws and regulations, local by-laws
and policies. All the above have provided a policy framework for mitigating negative impact of
the proposed sub-component, and also a basis for measures to recover the income of the
affected persons (APs).
For both ADB and Chinese government, the over-riding objective of the RP is to ensure people,
whose land or property is unavoidably lost due to the Project, receive assistance so that they
would be at least as well-off as they would have been in the absence of the Project, and get
benefits from the project. All the policies, plans and compensation measures in this RP have
been made just for the above purpose. Fengnan District government has made it clear that
Fengnan District Project Management Office (FNDPMO) will work as the executing agency (EA)
and Huang-gezhuang Town Government (HUTG) as the implementation agency (IA). The IA
will be responsible for routine operation of the Project.
The RP is prepared on the basis of the following: (i) relevant project reports, especially the
final design document, environmental impact assessment (EIA) report of the project; (ii) the
results of discussion with the EA, IA, and authors of the above reports; (iii) field surveys to
proposed construction site and social economic census during the Project Preparatory Technical
Assistance (PPTA) stage; (iv) consultation with APs, local government, township/village
leaders.
Engineering data for this RP mainly comes from the FSR and final design document of
Huang-gezhuang Town Waste Water Treatment Plant Project of Tangshan City. The RP has
been endorsed by Hebei Provincial Government (HPG) and disclosed to APs, it will be further
submitted to ADB for review & approval, and also uploaded to the ADB website.

1.2 Project Background
Huang-gezhuang Town Waste Water Treatment Plant Project of Tangshan City is one of the
subprojects of Hebei Small Cities & Towns Development Demonstration Sector Project, a
proposed ADB loan project. Huang-gezhuang Town Waste Water Treatment Plant Project
comprises 2 parts: wastewater treatment plant construction and wastewater collection
pipeline construction.
The beneficial area is urban area of Huang-gezhuang Town. The service population is 20,608
in 2007, covering the service area of 2.6 km2. The planned service population is 50,000 in
2020, with the urban area of 5.75km2.
After implementation of the Project, it will play an active role to alleviate the pollution situation in
Huang-gezhuang Town, reduce the water pollutant level, improve the water environment, which
is benefit for body health of local residents and development of industrial & agricultural
production. It can be expected that construction of the Project will bring the following social and
economic benefits: (i) Control pollution to the Douhe River valley, protect the water resource. (ii)
3

Improve environment of Huang-gezhuang Town, guarantee body-health of local people. (iii)
Promote sustainable development of Huang-gezhuang Town, alleviate water resource
deficiency.

Proposed
HGTWWTP

1.3

Project Contents and Resettlement Impact

Huang-gezhuang Town Waste Water Treatment Plant Project comprises 2 parts: wastewater
treatment plant construction, and wastewater collection pipeline construction. The following
Table 1-1 shows the detail:
Table 1-1 Project Description
Contents of
Project

Brief Description
4

Land Acquisition & Resettlement

Contents of
Project

Brief Description

Land Acquisition & Resettlement

Construction of
WWTP

Build one secondary WWTP, with the
treatment capacity of 20,000m 3/d and
the land occupation area of 35mu. The
plant comprises 5 parts, including the
front area, the mechanical treatment
area (pretreatment), the bio-chemical
treatment area, the sludge treatment
area, and the preserved area for future
development.

The proposed site is located in the
southwest of Huang-gezhuang
Town, on the east of the Douhe
River Branch, and on the west of
Huida Group. The total land
occupation
is
35mu,
all
collective-owned reserved farmland
of Michang Village.

.Construction of
Wastewater
Collection
Pipeline

Build d300~d1000 wastewater collection
pipeline, with the total length of 13756m.
All the pipes shall adopt reinforced
concrete pipe.

Total temporary land occupation is
143.72mu, all of which is drainage
channel or motor/ non-motor lanes.

1.4

Cost Estimate and Implementation Plan

Huang-gezhuang Town Waste Water Treatment Plant Project is CNY64.51million, including
USD 4.0 million utilizing the proposed ADB loan. The resettlement budget has been
estimated as CNY2,680,315, which takes up 4.16% of the total investment.
The Project has been scheduled to start construction in September 2011, and finish in
September 2012, with the total construction period of 12 months. After the RP is approved by
ADB, the land acquisition, compensation and resettlement plan will start execution in June
2011.
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2

Impact of Land Acquisition And Resettlement

2.1

Measures to Minimize Land Acquisition and Resettlement

2.1.1 Principles Regarding Project Design and Location Selection
In the phase of project design, in consideration of minimizing the impact of acquisition and
resettlement, the following principles shall be adopted:
•
•
•
•

Avoid or reduce the occupation of the present and planning residential districts;
Avoid or reduce the occupation of high-quality cultivated land;
Utilize existing national or local roads available to the project site;
Avoid or reduce the occupation of the environmentally sensitive area.

2.1.2 Project Scheme Comparison
The project construction scheme has been determined on the basis of comprehensive
comparison and evaluation on technical viability, economical feasibility, and implementing
feasibility on site selection, pipe alignment, construction plan, water treatment process, etc.
Based on the general plan and landform of the urban area of Huang-gezhuang Town, two sites
have been selected for selection of the WTP:
Scheme 1: The proposed site is located in the southwest of Huang-gezhuang Town, on the east
of the Douhe River Branch, and on the west of Huida Group. The scheme has taken advantage of
the topography in the service area, which guarantees smooth drainage. The site is reserved
farmland and has not been contracted for more than 3 years, so land acquisition will have little
impact on the surrounding environment and livelihoods.
Scheme 2 The proposed site is located in the middle-east of Huang-gezhuang Town, close to the
branch gate of the Douhe River. The site is now farmland, with concentrated residential houses in
the north, which has little impact on the surrounding environment, especially in the summer and
winter due to the leading wind. The topography will also bring unfavorable impact on collection
and transition of sewage collection pipeline.
Scheme comparison shows that scheme 1 has obvious advantages as the following:
•
Full combination with the landform, which is convenient for wastewater collection,
with shallower buried depth, and lower construction cost.
•
Close to the branch of Douhe River, which is convenient for outlet discharge.
•
Close to industrial areas such as Huida Group, which is convenient for reuse of
treated water.
•
Located in the downwind direction of the leading wind in summer and far from the
residential area, which will bring less impact on the surrounding environment.
•
The site and surrounded slot of land is rather flat, with no obstacles and involves no
house demolition, which allows reserved land for future development.
•
The site has existing simple road available to the municipal road, which allows
convenient traffic.
To sum up, under the conditions of the same land occupation area, Scheme 1 enjoys obvious
advantage, and has been selected as the proposed construction site of the WWTP.

2.2

Impact of Land Acquisition and Demolition

The resettlement impact of the Project is mainly permanent land acquisition and temporary
land occupation, which involves no demolition of residential houses and enterprise
properties.
6

The construction of the WWTP involves permanent land acquisition of 35mu farmland of the
Michang Village.
The construction of the wastewater collection pipeline involves temporary land occupation of
143.72mu, all of which is state-owned river shoal land, motor or non-motor vehicle lanes. There
are no residential houses or other buildings along the routine of the pipeline.

2.3

Project Affected Population

In March 2008, in order to know the impact condition and according to the requirement of
ADB, the IA, HUTG, and the resettlement plan preparation agency, TMEDI, conducted
surveys in affected villages and groups with the coordination of local cadres and villagers.
Land acquisition of the Project involves Michang Village of Huang-gezhuang Town. There are
totally 538 households in the village, with the population of 1456. The acquired land areas
were classified as collective reserved farmland, which were not contracted to farmers and
merely rented to farmers every December, with the period of 1 year each time. In 2007, the
land was rented to Zhou Yong-shun to grow wheat, with the expiration date of December
2007.
In 2008, the land was not rented because of the land acquisition of the proposed ADB Project
and the neighboring methanol factory project. So far, there are no crops grown on the land.
Therefore, the whole villagers shall be regarded as indirectly affected persons of the Project.
There is no directly affected person in the Project.
As for Zhou Yong-shun, the local farmer who won the bid to rent the land in 2007, altogether
contracted 120mu farmland, with the net income of about CNY550 per mu, and the total net
income of CNY66,000 from the farmland. Since 2008, the 35mu land involved in the land
acquisition was not rented. Zhou has about 85mu contracted farmland. His annual net
income has reduced by about CNY19,250. But his labor consumption and investment has
also reduced accordingly. In 2008, he set up a small mechanical processing factory, which
has increased the household annual net income to about CNY200,000. Therefore, the the
livelihood of Zhou Yong-shun, the tenant who rented the land in 2007, has already been
restored. In fact, Mr. Zhou’s livelihood has been improved since the running of the household
processing factory in 2008.

7

3

Socio-Economic Profile And Impact Assessment

3.1

Brief of Huang-gezhuang Town

Huang-gezhuang Town is under the jurisdiction of Fengnan District, Tangshan City. The Town
is located at the south end of Tangshan City, in the middle-northern part of Fengnan District. It
is only 15 km to the urban area of Tangshan City in the north. The administrative region of the
Town is bordering the Xige Town in the east, neighboring Yinfeng Town, Tangfang Town and
Yulan Township in the west, connected to Jianzi-gu Township in the south, and contiguous to
Xuge-zhuang and Daodi Town in the north. The Jingshan Railway, State Road No. 205, the
Tangjin Expressway, the Provincial Road Feng-Jian Road, the County Road Tang-Nan Road,
and the Tang-Cao Expressway, which is still under construction, all run across the Town,
which has brought very convenient traffic communication.
There are now 55 villages under administrative jurisdiction of Huang-gezhuang Town, with
the total area of 68.3km2. The total farmland area is 62,000mu. The permanent resident
population of the urban area is 48,938 by the end of 2007, including 45,586 with agricultural
status and with non-agricultural status. The labor force is 34,194, including 21,220 engaged
in non-agricultural activities. The urban area is about 170.90 km2, with the population of about
20,608 in 2007, and the planned population of 40,197 in 2020.
Huang-gezhuang Town has long history of business and industrial activities. So far, there are
more than 449 industrial & commercial enterprises in the Town, which have formed the three
leading industries of ceramics, coking industry, and coal chemical industry. The Town has
also develop miscellaneous industries, such as mechanical processing, plastics fabricating,
paper products, clothes, agricultural products processing, etc.. Huang-gezhuang Town has
become the biggest production base of civil ceramics. The total GDP of Huang-gezhuang
Town in 2007 is CNY1.956 billion, including CNY1.085 billion of industrial output, CNY229
million of agricultural output, CNY642 million of tertiary products. The financial income has
reached CNY674 million, with the per capita net income of CNY5,738 and the society fixed
asset investment of CNY2.36 billion.

3.2

Current Social and Economic Status of Affected Villages

The permanent acquisition of collective land for the Project involves Michang Village, which is
located adjacent to the urban area of Huang-gezhuang Town and the plant area of Huida
Group, with obvious location merits. In recent years, with the rapid development of Fengnan
economy, the non-agricultural economy of the village has increased rapidly. The surplus
laborers have been attracted to jobs in urban areas. More and more people are working on
non-farm activities, such as technical workers at Huida Group or other factories, or engaged
in production or trading of ceramics, steel products, or engaged in restaurants, and hotel
businesses. They are the main income sources of local people, which takes up over 70% of
their family income.
In 2007, there are altogether 538 households in Michang Village, with the total population of
1,456, including 784 males and 672 females. The labor population is 1,050, with the
employment structure of 400 in agriculture, 300 in industry, and 150 in other fields such as
commercial trading, transportation, and service trades. The total GDP of the village was
CNY6.94 million in 2007, with the village financial income of CNY90,000. The per capita net
income of the villagers was CNY4,600, which is higher than the national average level of the
same period. The total farmland area in Michang village is 1707 mu, or 1.17 mu per capita. A
total of 520 mu is held as reserve land and the rest has been contracted to farmers for 30
years.
8

3.3

Project Land Acquisition Impact Analysis

The resettlement impact of the Project is mainly permanent land acquisition and temporary
land occupation, which involves no demolition of residential houses and enterprise
properties.
The construction of the WWTP involves permanent land acquisition of 35mu farmland of the
Michang Village.
The construction of the wastewater collection pipeline involves temporary land occupation of
143.72mu, all of which is state-owned river shoal land, motor or non-motor vehicle lanes.
There are no residential houses or other buildings along the routine of the pipeline.
3.3.1

Permanent Collective-Owned Land Acquisition & Impacts Analysis

The permanent collective land acquisition of Michang Village, totally 35mu, is caused by
wastewater treatment plant construction. The plot of land is classified as collective reserved
farmland, which was not contracted to farmers but merely rented to farmers every December,
with the period of 1 year each time. In 2007, the land was rented to Zhou Yong-shun to grown
wheat, with the expiration date of December 2007. In 2008, the land was not rented because
of the land acquisition of the proposed ADB Project and the neighboring methanol factory
project. So far, there is no crop grown in the land.
During the land-renting period, the Michang Village can receive a renting income of
CNY200/mu. The rent collected was mainly used as public expense of the village. The life of
villagers was not influenced by the fund. Therefore, the loss of rent income has scarcely any
influence on the livelihood of local villagers.
Based on the survey of village committee and villagers’ opinions, the compensation of the
land will be disbursed in terms of irrigated land. Refer to Table 3-1 for the permanent
collective-owned land acquisition. The permanent land acquisition takes up 2.05% of the total
cultivated land in Michang Village. Refer to Table 3-2 for land acquisition impacts analysis.

Project
Item
WWTP

Table 3-1 Permanent Collective-owned Land Acquisition
Requisitioned Collective-owned
Land (mu)
Town
Village/Group
Attribute
Irrigated Land
Huang-gezhuang
Michang
Collective-owned reserved
35
Town
Village
farmland

Table 3-2 Land Acquisition Impacts Analysis
Before Land Acquisition
Land Acquisition Impacts
Land Acquisition Impacts
Village
/Group

Michang
Village

Farmland
Area
(mu)

Total
HHs
(HH)

Population
(people)

Farmland
Area
(mu)

Affected
HHs
(HH)

Affected
Population
(people)

Ratio of
Farmland
Acquisition
（％）

Ratio of
Population
（％）

Ratio of
HHs
（％）

1707

538

1456

35

538

1456

2.05%

100%

100%

The amount of permanent land acquisition is rather small, which takes up only 2.05% of the
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total farmland area of the village. And the land belongs to collective reserved land of the
village committee, which has not been contracted or rented to villagers since 2008. The
permanent land acquisition of the plot of land will bring little impact on the village economy
and present livelihood of the affected villagers. There is no person or household directly
affected by the land acquisition.
3.3.2

Temporary Land Occupation & Impact Analysis

According to the project design and construction scheme, the temporarily occupied land of
the project is mainly caused by pipeline construction. The project includes construction of
13,757m wastewater collection pipeline, which involves temporary land occupation of
143.72mu, all state-owned river shoal land or motor/non-motor vehicle lanes. The proposed
occupation period is less than 6 months. The pipeline construction involves no demolition,
and will be conducted in sections, with the affecting period of 1~2 weeks for each section.
The temporary land occupation will bring very little impact on the livelihood of local people.
There is no directly affected person from pipeline temporary land occupation.
At the same time, the engineering and environmental protective measures should avoid or
reduce disturbance to surrounding environment, and construction monitoring should be
adopted during implementation. Before construction, relevant information should be
publicized in advance (at least one month), with consultation of opinions from the affected
persons to ensure the smooth and fast implementation. Engineering and environmental
protective measures such as watering, paving temporary paths etc. shall be taken, so as to
avoid dust-blowing, traffic jam and other adverse impacts. In the mean time, construction of
pipeline will be divided into several flexible sections, with the construction period of each
section controlled within about two weeks. During implementation, temporary access
pavement and guiding signs will be needed to reduce or minimize the impacts. Refer to Table
3-3 for temporary land occupation condition.
Table 3-3 Temporary Land Occupation
Project Item

Wastewater
Collection
Pipeline

Total

3.3.3

Pipe
Dia.
(mm)

Pipe
Length
(m)

Width of
Excavation
(m)

Width
of
Occup.
(m)

Temporary
Occup.
2
(m )

Temporary
Occupation
(mu)

300

1185

4.5

8.5

10072.5

15.11

400

5634

4.6

8.6

48452.4

72.68

500

1636

5.2

9.2

15051.2

22.58

600

5129.85

0

4

20519.4

30.78

800

172

6

10

1720

2.58

13756.9

95815.5

Remarks

River
shoal/
non-motor
lanes

143.72

Infrastructure & Ground-Attached Properties

According to site investigation, the Project has no impact on infrastructure besides road
excavation and recovery. There is no other ground-attached property in the occupied
farmland.
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3.4

Vulnerable Groups

The resettlement team has conducted village financial status investigation on vulnerable
households in the affected villages, such as women headed households, physically disabled,
elderly, or poorest households. The results have been summarized in the following Table 3-9
and Table 3-10.
Table 3-9 Vulnerable Groups in Michang Village
Serial

Type of Vulnerable

No.

Groups

1

Base-guarantee
households

HHs

Persons

4

9

Assistance Measures
Regularly issued subsidy at CNY1110 per
capita per year

2

Alone elderly

8

8

Irregular assistance as they need

3

Disabled

28

15

Irregular assistance as they need

43

97

Irregular assistance as they need

4

Women-headed
Households

Among all the above vulnerable groups, base-guarantee families enjoy annual cash
assistance of CNY1,110 per capita. While others enjoy irregular non-monetary assistance by
the village committee as they need, such as door-to-door visit by volunteers and cadres to
help them take care of their lives, etc. The land acquisition of the Project has no direct impact
on the lives of the vulnerable groups. The land compensation fund enables the village
committee to provide further assistance to the villagers, including the vulnerable groups.
Therefore, within the affected area, the above mentioned vulnerable household such as
women headed households, physically disabled, elderly, or poorest households, need no
special attention by the Project resettlement.

3.5

Past Resettlement Experience

In the past, there was tendency of applying low compensation in land acquisition in PRC. The
most common way was to adopt the lower limit stipulated in the Land Administration Law. The
land acquisition activities have been focused on the compensation while less attention was
given to income restoration, monitoring and assessment. These aspects are considered
against ADB’s resettlement policies. However, in the State Decree No. 28 issued by the State
Council in 2004, more requirements have been specified in the land acquisition and
compensations.
The preparation and implementation of the RP for the Project will be consistent with the State
Decree No. 28 and ADB’s related policies. The experience gained from similar projects in
Hebei Province will be useful and can be adopted for the project, with pipeline construction
projects in particular.
It can be concluded from previous pipeline construction experience that sectional
implementation (one section at a time), taking into consideration environmental measures
(dust control through watering, and noise screening, etc.), flexible working times (such as
working in the evening), can effectively reduce negative impacts on surrounding residents.
Information notices, bulletin boards, separation panels, water spraying, temporary access
and similar measures have been proved to be effective and acceptable in the eyes of local
households and shops. All the measures mentioned above will be adopted during the
implementation of this Project.
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4

Participation, Consultation And Grievance

4.1 Introduction
Public participation and consultation activities have been conducted according to ADB
resettlement policies and related laws/regulations of Chinese government. The goal is
to ensure project implementation by collecting comments from all interested parties and
included in the RP. The comments or concerns from APs will be taken into the
consideration and resolved during the implementation of land acquisition and
resettlement.
FNDPMO and HUTG have conducted extensive discussion and consultation in
line with ADB’s resettlement policies and Chinese laws/regulations since January of
2008 with support from TA consultants and concerned departments, so as to make
affected peoples fully understand the compensation standards and entitlements for land
acquisition.

4.2 Public Participation During Project Preparation
According to ADB, the affected people should be fully informed and closely consulted on
resettlement and compensation options. An inappropriate policy without any consultation
may lead to poverty and extreme hardships suffered by the APs. During the process of
RP compilation and implementation, public participation and consultation have been or
will be carried out so as to ensure that the needs and comments of APs are considered
and the legal rights of affected entities and individuals are protected. APs should be
thoroughly aware of the policy, standards, and grievance process about resettlement so
that complaints and grievances on the resettlement will be possibly avoided and
reduced through implementation of the consultation processes, thus smoothly achieve
the goals of resettlement.
Since March 2008, directed by PPTA experts, with the assistance of FNDPMO，HUTG
and the FSR design institute, the RP compiler, TMEDI, has conducted series
socio-economic investigations and public consultations in which 50% of the participants are
women. Widely spread consultation has been carried out during the project preparation
period on land acquisition and resettlement of this project. Table 4-1 summarized the
consultation records. The comments collected from meetings and feedbacks from
surveys are very useful in the preparation of RP, particularly in the aspects of
compensation rates, land reallocation, direct disbursement, training and income
restoration policies.
Table 4-1 Public Participation During Project Preparation
Department

Date

Participants

Number
of
People

Aim

HUTG /
TMEDI /
Design
Institute

2008/2

APs, Village
Carders,
technicians

10

Preliminary
investigation
of project
feasibility, field
survey and
project
impacts

HUTG /
TMEDI

2008/2～

APs, Village
Carders, RP

20

Data collection
for RP

12

Major Advice or
Contents
 Introduce background
of project and aim of
the project
 Project site selection
should avoid
cultivated land
acquisition as much
as possible
 support the project &
survey

Department

Date

2008/3

HUTG /
TMEDI

2008/3～
2008/4

ADB Expert;
PPTA
2008/3/18
Expert

HUTG /
TMEDI

FNDPMO/
HUTG/
Design
Institute
ADB
Website

Participants

Number
of
People

Compiler

concerned
government
and village
representatives

15

RP
preparation,
investigation
of resettlement
impacts and
socioeconomic
situation

Keynotes for
RP

FNDPMO/
HUTG/TMEDI

20

concerned
government
30
2008/4~2011.5
and
village
representatives

2011/6

Aim

APs

Major Advice or
Contents
 understand the
attitudes of APs
 collect basic data
 assist the project
impacts investigation
 The village
representatives
strongly expressed
the necessity of the
project
 socioeconomic
investigation and
affected households
investigation
 ADB staff introduce
preparation of RP, RP
policies, experience
of RP
implementation;
PMO staff introduced the
importance of RP.

suggestions
for
Preparation of compensation standards of
Income
land acquisition；
Restoration
suggestions
for
Plan
resettlement management
and livelihood
Publicize RIB

 Publicize
compensation rate
and grievance
redress channel, etc.

Publicize the
draft RP

2011/6

During the course of consultation, the team has made introduction to the APs about the
basic information of the Project, and also ADB’s Involuntary Resettlement Policy,
related national stipulations in China. At the same time, the team collected basic
information of the affected villages and households. The compensation shall be paid to
the APs in cash before they lose their land or property. In this Project, the permanent
land acquisition involves village collective-owned idle land. The land compensation fund
shall be paid in full to the affected village before acquisition. The fund has been planned
to be kept in the village/groups for villagers’ welfare and facilities construction. The
compensation fee will be mainly invested in construction and maintenance of the village
facilities such as road, drainage system, and lighting facilities. The village welfare mainly
includes free rice and cooking oil at festivals. The APs are satisfied with the decision.
According to the consultation, laborers in the affected households and village will enjoy
the priority of taking part in the construction, working at the non-technical posts so as to
increase their income and improve their living standard. When the project is finished,
under equal conditions, the households affected by the land acquisition will enjoy the
priority of obtaining working chances. All the above-mentioned consultation results will
be incorporated into the resettlement planning document.
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4.3 Participation & Consultation Plan During Project Implementation
Notwithstanding the amount of public consultation already carried out, the EA/IA and
local government fully accept that after the PPTA and during the implementation of
resettlement and land acquisition, additional consultations will be carried out. The
principal activities to be undertaken are: (i) Publication and dissemination of a
Resettlement Information Booklet (RIB) (see Annex 2) in standard Chinese,
summarizing policies, entitlements, compensation standards, and grievance procedures;
(ii) Holding formal village meetings to ratify the options to compensation disbursement
and utilization, and (iii) conducting formal Detailed Measurement Survey (DMS) in the
field to measure and agree the final requirements for land, property and other
acquisition, from each affected household/shop/enterprise. Table 4-2 lists an outline
schedule. The activities of the consultation plan and more information are also shown in
the implementation schedule in Table 9.1.
Table 4-2 Public Participation Plan During Project Implementation
Aim

Land Acquisition
Announcement

Announcement of
land Acquisition
Compensation
and Resettlement
Scheme

Means
village
notice
board
and
villager
meeting
village
notice
board
and
villager
meeting

Conduct DMS,
recheck
resettlement
Physical Index

field
survey

Confirm Income
Restoration
Program
and
Implementation

villager
meeting
(several
times)

Time

Department

Participants

Topic

2011/6

FNDPMO/HUTLAB
/HUTG
/Township & village
carders

All APs

 Publicize land
acquisition area,
resettlement rate
and resettlement
means

2011/6

FNDPMO/HUTLAB
/HUTG
/Township & village
carders

All APs

 compensation
rate &
disbursement

FNDPMO/HUTLAB
/HUTG
/Township & village
carders

All APs

FNDPMO/HUTLAB
Before
/HUTG
implementation /Township & village
carders

All APs

2011/6

 inventory of all
assets and land
holdings;
 Create definitive
list of APs;
 Prepare
compensation
agreement
 discuss final
income
restoration
program and
compensation
fund
disbursement
scheme

4.4 Distribution of RP
Resettlement is a critical social activity. The information dissemination work will be
performed well in advance to ensure that all people concerned understand the purpose
of the project and the policies and procedures regarding land acquisition, resettlement,
compensation, payment, and provision of grievance redress and appeal procedures.
The EA/IA will distribute a Resettlement Information Booklet (RIB) (see Annex 2) in
June 2011. The RP will be disclosed to the affected village and will be sent to the ADB
and uploaded to the website by June 30th, 2011.
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4.5 Appeals and Grievance Redress
Public participation is encouraged in both the preparing and the implementing process
of the resettlement action plan, so there should not be immense controversies to incur.
However, in the whole process, some unforeseeable problems may happen. In order to
effectively solve the problems and guarantee the successful land acquisition and
project implementation, a transparent and effective grievance redress channel is to be
set up in the project. Up to now, there is no grievance or appeal received from the APs.
In case APs are dissatisfied with compensation arrangements made by the
resettlement staff, or they feel unfairly or unreasonably treated, they can seek
settlement through grievance or appeal redress procedures.
The basic solution procedures are as follows:
- Stage 1: If the rights of the affected households are infringed in any respect of the land
acquisition and resettlement, the affected households can complain or appeal to Villagers’
Representative Committee of Michang Village in oral or written form. If an oral appeal is made,
the VRC must record it on paper and respond to it. The appeal of the AP shall be handled
within one week. The person responsible for resettlement appeals in the VRC of Michang
Village is Hou Yan-jun, whose cell-phone number is 13532522528.
- Stage 2: If the AP is not satisfied with the decision in stage 1, he/she can, after receiving the
solution, appeal progressively to the Implementation Agency (IA) of the Project,
Huang-gezhuang Town Government (HUTG). The IA shall make a solution within one week.
The person responsible for resettlement appeals in HUTG is Xiao Nai-chang, whose
cell-phone number is 13081187088.
- Stage 3: After receiving the solution from the IA in stage 2, if the AP is not satisfied with the
decision, he/she can appeal to Fengnan District Project Management Office (FNPMO) or
Fengnan District Land Resources Branch Bureau (FNLAB) for administrative arbitration.
FNPMO or FNLAB who accepted the appeal shall make a solution within ten days. The person
responsible for resettlement appeals in FNPMO is Bi Ying-hua, whose cell-phone number is
13191756448. His office is in the Development & Reform Bureau of Fengnan District. The
person responsible for resettlement appeals in FNLAB is Wang Ke-qiang, whose cell-phone
number is 13031560252. His office is in the first floor of FNLAB.
- Stage 4: if the AP is still dissatisfied with the arbitration result, he/she can appeal to the civil
court according to civil litigation law after receiving the final arbitration solution. The APs can
make appeals on any respect of the resettlement, such as compensation rates, etc.
All of the institutions shall accept the appeals and grievance of the affected persons free of
charge, while the proper expenses occurred thereof will be paid in the contingencies of this
project. The grievance redress procedures will be valid in the whole construction period, so
that the affected persons may apply them to solve relevant problems.
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5

Legal Framework and Resettlement Policies

5.1 Introduction
Both ADB and the PRC government have much attention in resettlement of Project
construction. There are series of laws, regulations, and policies on resettlement and
compensation issued, mainly including the following:
ADB Policies
•
•
•

Involuntary Resettlement, Asia Development Bank (ADB), Manila. 1995;
Handbook on Resettlement: A Guide to Good Practice, ADB Manila,1998;
Gender Checklist: Involuntary Resettlement, ADB Manila, February 2003;

Laws and Regulations of PRC
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Land Administration Law of the People’s Republic of China (effective as of August
28th, 2004)
State Council Circular on the Decisions of Deepening Reform and Administrating
Land Strictly (State Council [2004] No. 28, effective as of October 21st, 2004)
(Ref. No.GF[2004]28)
State Council Circular on Problems in Strengthening Land Regulation and Control
(State Council [2006] No. 31).
Provisions of Public Hearings on Land and Resources (MLR, effective as of May
1st, 2004)
Guiding Opinions on Improving Compensation and Restoration System for Land
Acquisition (No. 238 Decree and issued by Ministry of Land and Resources in
2004) (Ref. No.GTZF[2004]238)
Pre-examination Management Methods of Land for Construction Project
（Document 27 in 2004, MLR）
Public Announcement Methods on Land Requisition (MLR, effective as of January
1st, 2002)
Regulations on Land Administration of Hebei Province (effective as of May 27th,
2005)
Circular on implementation opinions of Deepening Reform and Administrating
Land Strictly（Document 151 in 2004, Hebei Provincial Peoples’ Government）
(JZ[2004]151)
Regulations on Land Contracting Administration of Hebei Province
Hebei Provincial Government Circular on Strengthening Land Acquisition and
Establishing Basic Life Insurance System for Land-lost Farmers
Hebei Provincial Government “Circular on Enforcement of Sectional Prices of
Land Acquisition” (Ji Administrative Doc. No. [2008]132).

Resettlement of the Project will follow the related Chinese laws, national and provincial
regulations, local by-laws and policies, and also meet the requirement of ADB’s Policy
on Involuntary Resettlement.

5.2 ADB Policy on Involuntary Resettlement
The three important elements of ADB’s Involuntary Resettlement Policy are: (i)
compensation for lost assets and loss of livelihood and income: (ii) assistance for
relocation, including provision of relocation sites with appropriate facilities and services:
and (iii) assistance for restoration to achieve at least the same level of well-being with
the project as without it. Some or all of these elements may be present in projects
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involving involuntary resettlement. For any project that requires involuntary
resettlement, resettlement should be an integral part of project design and should be
dealt with from the earliest stages of the project cycle, taking into account the following
basic principles:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

(vii)

(viii)

(ix)

(x)

Involuntary resettlement should be avoided where feasible.
In case population displacement is unavoidable, it should be minimized by
exploring all viable project options.
Replacing what is lost. If individuals or a community must lose all or part of their
land, means of livelihood, or social support systems, so that a project might
proceed, they will be compensated and assisted through replacement of land,
housing, infrastructure, resources, income sources, and services, in cash or
kind, so that their economic and social circumstances will be at least restored to
the pre-project level. All compensation is based on the principle of replacement
cost.
Each involuntary resettlement is conceived and executed as part of a
development project or program. ADB and executing agencies or project
sponsors, during project preparation, assess opportunities for restoration
measures, the affected people need to be provided with sufficient resources and
opportunities to reestablish their livelihoods and homes as soon as possible,
with time-bound action in coordination with the civil works.
The affected people are to be fully informed and closely consulted. Affected
people are to be consulted on compensation and/or resettlement options,
including relocation sites, and socioeconomic restoration. Pertinent resettlement
information is to be disclosed to the affected people at key points, and specific
opportunities provided for them to participate in choosing, planning, and
implementation options. Grievance redress mechanisms for affected people are
to be established. Where adversely affected people are particularly vulnerable
groups, resettlement planning decisions will be preceded by a social preparation
phase to enhance their participation in negotiation, planning and
implementation.
Social and cultural institutions. Institutions of the affected people, and, where
relevant, of their hosts, are to be protected and supported. Affected people are
to be assisted to integrate economically and socially into host communities so
that adverse impacts on the host communities are minimized and social
harmony is promoted.
No formal title. Indigenous groups, ethnic minorities, pastoralists, people who
claim for such land without formal legal rights, and others, who may have
usufruct or customary rights to affected land or other resources, often have no
formal legal title to their lands. The absence of a formal legal title to land is not a
bar to ADB policy entitlements.
Confirmation of eligibility. Affected people are to be identified and recorded as
early as possible in order to establish their eligibility through a population record
or census that serves as an eligibility cutoff date, preferably at the project
identification stage, to prevent a subsequent influx of encroachers or others who
wish to take advantage of such benefits.
The Poorest. Particular attention must be paid to the needs of the poorest
affected people, and vulnerable groups that may be at high risk of
impoverishment. This may include those without legal title to land or other
assets, households headed by females, the elderly or disabled and, other
vulnerable groups, particularly indigenous peoples. Appropriate assistance must
be provided to help them improve their socio-economic status.
The full resettlement costs are to be included in the presentation of project costs
and benefits. This includes costs of compensation, relocation and restoration,
social preparation and livelihood programs as well as the incremental benefits
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(xi)

over the without-project situation (which is included in the presentation of project
costs and benefits). The budget also includes costs for planning, management,
supervision, monitoring and evaluation, land taxes, land fees, and physical and
price contingencies. Where loans include subprojects, components or
investments prepared only after project approval and loans through financial
intermediaries that are likely to cause involuntary resettlement, sufficient
contingency allowance must be allocated for resettlement prior to approval of
the loan. Similarly, resettlement plans should also reflect the timeframe for
resettlement planning and implementation.
Eligible costs of compensation. Relocation and restoration may be considered
for inclusion in ADB loan financing for the project, if requested, to assure timely
availability of the required resources and to ensure compliance with involuntary
resettlement procedures during implementation.

5.3 China’s Laws, Regulations and Relevant Articles
In this Project, Land Administration Law of the People’s Republic of China is the major
legal basis. State Council Circular on the Decisions of Deepening Reform and
Administrating Land Strictly (State Council [2004] No. 28, effective as of 21 October 2004)
(Ref. No. GF [2004]28) defines further the principles of compensation for land acquisition
and resettlement, compensation standard, land acquisition procedures and monitoring
system. Correspondingly, Ministry of Land and Resources issued Guiding Opinions on
Improving Compensation and Restoration System for Land Acquisition (No. 238 Decree
and issued by Ministry of Land and Natural Resources in 2004) (Ref. No. GTZF[2004]238)
and Circular on implementation opinions of Deepening Reform and Administrating Land
Strictly（Document 151 in 2004, Hebei provincial people’s government ）(JZ[2004]151)
was issued by Hebei Province. These documents have formed the basic guidelines for
resettlement of this project. The main contents of the above-mentioned policies and their
applications in the project are shown in Table 5-1.
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Table 5-1 Comparison and Application of Ref. No.GF [2004]28, Ref. No.GTZF [2004]238, JZ [2004]151
Ref. No.GF[2004]28

Article 12 the
measures for
land
acquisition
compensation
improvement

• The people’s governments at and above
the county level shall adopt effective
measures to ensure that the persons
affected by land acquisition don’t decrease
their living standards because of land
acquisiton.
• Land compensation fee, subsidy for
resettlement, compensation fee for ground
appendixes and young crops shall be paid
legally, fully and timely. If land compensation
fee and resettlement subsidies due to
current laws and regulations are not enough
to maintain their previous living
standards ,or cannot pay social security fee
for land-lossed farmer, the subsidy for
resettlement may be increased with the
approval of the people’s governments of
provinces, autonomous regions and
municipalities.If the sum of land
compensation fee and resettlement
subsidies reach to legal upper limit and are
still not enough to maintain the previous
living standards, the local people’s
government can subsidize them using the
fee from paid-for state-owned land use.
• The uniform annual output value standard
or comprehensive land price of each region
should be prepred and disclosed by the
governemts of provinces, autonomous
regions and municipalities, land
compensation for the same land should be

Ref. No.GTZF[2004]238

JZ[2004]151

Policies in the
Project

(1) To formulate the
uniform average annual
output value; (2) To
identify the uniform
multiples of annual
output value; (3) to
formulate the uniform
comprehensive
regional land price; (4)
The distribution of land
compensation fee.

• On the basis of
comprehensive statistics,
each city should determine
uniform annual output
value of land acquired.
Outside the area of urban
land using scope, the
sum of land compensation
fee and resettlement
subsidies can not be less
than the 16 times of annual
output value in local place.
Cities shall hear opnions of
farmers and village
economy organizations
through workshop,
hearings and
announcement according
to land position and land
demand. On the baisis of
this, the compensation rate
of land in urban
construction land scope
shall be determined. After
apprval of governement of
province, it can be
announced and
implemented.
• The compensation rate
of land in urban
construction land scope

• RP will strictly
implement the relevant
policies of the State,
Hebei Province and
Baoding Municipality.
• AAOV for land
acquisition shall be
based on the regulations
of Hebei province.
• The minimum
multiples for acquisition
of cultivated land shall be
16 times (inclu. Land
compensation fee,
resettlement subsidies);
• All resettlement fees
will be included in total
project cost.
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Ref. No.GF[2004]28

Article 13
the
resettlement
of land-lost
farmers

Article 14
land
acquisition
procedure
improvement

equal price. The land compensation fee of
natioal key projects shall be included in the
project budget.
• The people’s governments at and above
the county level shall prepare specific
measures to gurantee the future life of
land-lost farmers.
• As to the project which has stable profit ,
the farmers can buy shares through legally
approved construction land use rights.
• W ithin the area of urban planning,
land-lost farmers shall be included in
employment system and social security
system shall be established; (3) Outside the
area of urban planning, for rural collective
land acquisiton, local government shall
reserve necessary land for farmers or
arrange jobs. For the farmers who have not
consitions of production or living, they shall
be resettled in other places.
• Guiding opinions on employment training
and social security system for land-lost
farmers shall be proposed by labor and socia
security departments as soon as possible.
• During land acquisition, the ownership of
collective land and entitlement of farmers’
land contract shall be protected.
• Before approval, the use, position,
compensation rate, resettlement channel
shall be told to farmers. Survey results of
land acquisition shall be identified by village
collective economy organizations or
households affected. Hearing shall be

Ref. No.GTZF[2004]238

JZ[2004]151

Policies in the
Project

can not be less than the 16
times of annual output
value in local place.

(1) Agricultural
production
resettlement; (2)
Reemployment
resettlement; (3)
Sharing dividends
resettlement; and (4)
Migratory resettlement.

• To work out
implementation plan and
gradually establish livining
security system for APs.
• To gradually establish
adjustment fund for land
acquistion to pay land
compensation,
resettlement subsidies,
subsidy for baic living
security and training fee for
Aps.

• According to the
willingness of the
affected persons,
monetary ompensation is
adopted.
• During the
construction period,
non-technical jobs will be
given to the affected
labors in priority.
• Occupational training
will be offered to the
affected people.

(1) To inform land
acquisition; (2) to
identify survey results
of land acquisition; (3)
to organize hearing on
land acquisition.

• Land examination and
approval must be done
according to legal rights,
conditions and procedures.
• If the feasibility report
or other related files do not
definite construction in
phases, it shall apply
agricultural land change

Conduct detailed
socio-economic survey
and detailed
measurement survey
(DMS), and
the survey results shall
be signed and accepted
by the affected
households. (2) organize
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Ref. No.GF[2004]28

Article 15
Strengthening
land
acquisition
supervision
process

organized by departements of land and
resources according to related regulations, if
necessary. The identification of farmers
should be prepared as necessary materials
for approval.
• The coordination and arbitration
mechanism for resettlement issues shall be
established to protect legal rights of farmers
and land users. Except special situations,
approved land acquisiton issues should be
disclosed to the public.
• No land acquisition shall be made if
without ensuring compensation and
resettlement.
• The distribution methods of land
compensation fees shall be formulated by
governments of provinces, autonomous
regions and municipalities according to the
principle of “The land compensation shall be
used mainly by the displaced households”.
• Village collective economy organizations
affected by land acquisition should disclose
the income, expenses and distribution of
land compensation fees and accept public
supervision. Agricultural,cilvil administration
departments shall supervise the distribution
and use of compensation in village economy
organization.

Ref. No.GTZF[2004]238

JZ[2004]151
and land acquisition once.
• If no opinions of Aps on
compensation rate and
resettlement channels or
relevant hearing materials
in application, land
acquistion shall not be
approved.

(1) Disclose the land
approval issues; (2)
Pay the land
compensation fee and
resettlement subsidies;
and (3) Supervision
and examination after
the approval of land
acquisition.
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• Construction land
approval license will not be
given if land compensation
fee is not paid fully.
• Land and resources
departments in all levels
shall strenghten to check
and supervise and strike
behaviors of illegal land
approval and land
occupation.

Policies in the
Project
public participation and
public hearings for
resettlement policies; (3)
Distribute RP or
Resettlement information
booklet.

(1)Conduct internal and
external monitoring and
evaluation;
(2) Compensation fees
are directly paid to the
affected village groups or
individuals;
(3)FNDPMO and
FNDLAB to conduct
supervision and
examination.
(4) Utilization of
resettlement fees shall be
audited by Audit Bureau
of Fengnan District.

Besides, the provincial government of Hebei Province has issued “Circular on
Enforcement of Sectional Prices of Land Acquisition” (Ji Administrative Doc. No.
[2008]132), which provides the following stipulations:
For acquisition of collective land by law, the land compensation shall be calculated as the
product of the sector unit price and the area. The price of unutilized land in hilly region or
Bashang area shall be taken as 60% of the sector land price. As for allocation of the land
compensation fee, 20% of the fund belongs to the collective economic organization, while
80% of the fund belongs to the person who enjoys the land utilization right, or the farmer
who has contracted the land in the form of household contract responsibility. In case the
land involved in acquisition has no one enjoys the land-use right, or the land has not been
contracted by the collective, the full sum of the fund belongs to the collective economic
organization, and the village committee has the right to allocate or use the fund according
to related laws and stipulations. In case there are young crops or other ground
attachments in the land, additional compensation shall be paid to the respective owners.
The compensation price for the land acquisition is mainly based on the above mentioned
No.132 document.

5.4 Gaps between ADB and China Policies
In comparing the gaps between ADB and PRC policies, Table 5-2 shows the distinctive
differences in the aspects of information disclosure and consultation.
Table 5-2：
：Gaps between ADB & PRC Policies on Involuntary Resettlement
No

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
9

ADB IR Policy
Involuntary resettlement
should be avoided
whenever feasible
Where population
displacement is unavoidable,
it should be minimized by
providing viable livelihood
options
Replacement compensation of
what is lost
Each involuntary
resettlement is conceived
and executed as part of a
development project or
program.
The affected people are to
be fully informed and
closely consulted.

Comparison

Remark

No difference
Usually conducted with technical and financial
optimization (alternative analysis)
No difference

No difference
With compensation and assistance
Slight difference
Domestic practice focuses more on compensation than ADB procedure
income restoration.
has been and
will be followed

Slightly different；
Although the local regulations call for disclosure of
compensation scheme after land acquisition approval,
they do not require consultation, and the information
disclosure before land acquisition approval
Social and cultural Institutions
No difference
With compatibility analysis, China is experienced on
this aspect
No formal title
Different；
According to Chinese laws and regulation, no
compensation for demolition of no-formal-title
structures or beyond-approved-date temporary
structures. But in practice, the structures will be
compensated at lower price according to a negotiated
agreement. While ADB policies policy is inclusive; it
recognizes all persons affected by the project as
eligible for compensation and rehabilitation irrespective
of legal or ownership titles.
Identification of Compensation
No difference
Entitlement
The poorest & Vulnerable
No difference
Groups
Provided assistance
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ADB procedure
has been and
will be followed

ADB procedure
has been and
will be followed

No

ADB IR Policy

Comparison

The full resettlement costs are
Slight difference
to be included in the
In clause 12, No 28 doc. The full costs of land
10
presentation of project costs
acquisition for national key development projects
and benefits
shall be included in the overall project budget.

Remark
ADB procedure
has been and
will be followed

Notwithstanding the minor difference in clause or statement, the most significant
difference is on procedures, ADB requires RP preparation starting from the beginning
of project preparation. In Chinese practice, it will only be considered during the project
land approval stage with no detailed social economic survey and no consultations with
potential APs at that time. Meanwhile, during the time of project preparation, there are
no specific persons responsible for RP affairs on a proposed project.
For some domestic central government funded small-scale projects, the only budget
provided was for engineering works and the RP costs were left to the county or
township government.
It is very unlikely that project resettlement can achieve a successful result without a
well-prepared RP. In short, the successful implementation of resettlement work needs
strong enforcement of currently improved regulations and policies.
Fortunately, this situation is changing and this Project is beyond that scope, as Hebei
has well prepared local by-laws for land acquisition and resettlement, and there are no
substantial differences from ADB policies. Efforts have been made on this Project to
bridge this gap by training and coaching IA staff throughout. Furthermore, an ADB
senior resettlement specialist, and the PPTA consultants have explained the processes
and procedures to the IAs to ensure that they fully understand ADB requirements and
PRC policies on involuntary resettlement. Compensation Principles for the Project
The principles of compensation and entitlement for this project are decided according to
the regulations and policies of Chinese government and the Asian Development Bank
(ADB), which aim at ensuring the access of the APs to enough compensation and
support, at least to ensure the restoration of their living standard prior to the project.
Refer to Table 5-3 for the resettlement principles of the project.
Table 5-3: Resettlement Principles of the Project.
Principles
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10

Involuntary resettlement should be avoided or minimized where feasible;
Compensation and entitlements provided for the APs should be able to at least maintain,
or improve their “pre-project” standard of living;
No matter whether they have legal entitlements will All APs be compensated and assisted;
Where land per capita after land acquisition is not sufficient to maintain livelihood,
compensation by cash or through land replacement and other income-generating
activities will provided for;
All Aps will be adequately informed on eligibility, compensation mode and standards,
livelihood and income restoration program, project timing, and will be involved in RP
implementation;
No land acquisition will take place unless replacement land or sufficient compensation are
given to APs;
The EA and independent/ third party will monitor compensation and resettlement
operations;
Vulnerable groups will receive special assistance or treatment to ensure then to better off.
APs should have the opportunities to benefit from the Project;
RP should be combined with overall county planning;
RP budget should be adequate and cover full aspects.

5.5 Compensation Eligibility Cut-off Date
Actually, the slot of collective reserved land has been kept for the Project construction
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since the preparation stage in 2008, which allows no agricultural or construction
activities. In 2008, Fengnan District Government announced the eligibility cut-off date
as June 10th, 2008. After the date, the settlement in the affected areas, newly cultivated
land, newly built houses as well as any newly planted trees or newly added facilities of
the affected persons aimed at extra compensation will be excluded from the range of
compensation and subsidy.

5.6 Compensation Standards
5.6.1 Principles for Determination of Compensation Standards
The compensation standards for lost property should be based on the replacement
principle as follows: (i) Compensation fees will be paid before land and property
acquisition. (ii) Training and assistance should be provided to the APs so as to create
more employment opportunities and maintain their living level. (iii) Compensation for
crops, trees and ground-attached properties are paid according to their market prices.
(iv) Project management should be strengthened to shorten construction period and
reduce negative impacts, and (v) Compensation funds for resettlement subsidies will be
paid to the affected labor force so that they can continue their existing job or develop
other individual business after they get the subsidies.
5.6.2 Methodology for Determination of Compensation Standards
The basis of formulating the compensation rates are extensive consultations with
relevant agencies, e.g., LAB, county/district government, and negotiations among IA,
EA, affected townships, villages and representatives from potential APs. According to
site survey made by TMEDI, the RP preparation agency, and related departments,
based on adequate consultation with FNDLAB and APs, the compensation rates for the
Project has been determined as the following:
5.6.3 Collective-owned Land Acquisition
According to related stipulations in the annexes of “Notice on implementation of Sector Price for
Land Acquisition by the People’s Government of Hebei Province” (Ji Govern. [2008] No.312), the
AAOV of the affected farmland in the past three years shall be taken as CNY1,200/mu. The
section price for Fengnan District shall be taken as CNY45,000/mu, which equals to 37.50
multiples of the AAOV. The land acquisition in the Project involves no young crops compensation.
Refer to Table 5-4 for the land acquisition and resettlement rate of the project.
Table 5-4 Collective Land Acquisition Compensation Standard of the Project
Resettlement Standard
(CNY/mu)
Land
Young Crops
Young Crops
Total Compensation
Total
Compensation
Compensation

Compensation Multiplies
Land Type
Farm
Land

Land
AAOV
Compensation
（CNY）
1200

37.5

0

37.5

45000

0

45000

5.6.4 Temporary Land Occupation Compensation
The Project pipeline construction involves temporary land occupation of 143.72mu, all river
shoal land or motor/non-motor vehicle lane of state-owned roads. The occupation period will
be about 6 months. According to “Management Stipulations on Municipal Facilities
Management of Tangshang City”, which was approved by Tangshan Government, for
municipal construction projects, there are no road excavation fees, traffic management fees,
nor land occupation fees required. But, the implementation agency of the Project needs to
restore the road to original standard. Therefore, there will be no temporary land occupation
fee for this part listed in the Resettlement Budget. Upon the complementation of the pipeline
network construction, the construction contractor will restore them according to their original
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scales and standards. This item of cost will be included in the project cost.
5.7.5

Other Compensation standards

Refer to Table 5-5 for other compensation rates of the project resettlement.
Table 5-5 Taxes & Fees Standard for Project Resettlement
No.

Item

1

Cultivated Land
Acquisition Tax

2

Cultivated Land
Reclamation Fee

CNY 6667/mu

3

New Construction
Land Use Fee

CNY 6667/mu

4

5
6
7
8
9

10

5.6.6

Land Acquisition
Administration
Fee
Reconnaissance,
Design and
Research Fee
Implementation
Management Fee
Technical Training
Fee
Internal Monitoring
and Evaluation Fee
External
Monitoring and
Evaluation Fee
Contingencies

Standard

Basis

Recipient

CNY 3335 /mu

State Council
Document No. 027,
1987

The Land and
Resources
Bureau
will hold in trust

Implementation
Regulation of Land
Administration Law for
Hebei Province
Implementation
Regulation of Land
Administration Law for
Hebei Province

Land and
Resources
Bureau
Land and
Resources
Bureau

4% of the basic land
acquisition expense
3% of the basic land
acquisition expense
2% of the basic land
acquisition expense t
2% of the basic land
acquisition expense
1% of the basic land
acquisition expense
4% of the basic land
acquisition expense
15% of the sum of basic
and subsidiary land
acquisition expense

Adequacy of Compensation Standards

The l a n d compensation rate for the Project has been determined on the base of
extensive consultation and discussions with local stakeholders.
According to related stipulations in the annexes of “Notice on implementation of Sector Price for
Land Acquisition by the People’s Government of Hebei Province” (Ji Govern. [2008] No.312), the
compensation standard for the Project has been determined as CNY45,000/mu, which is
the average level in the region. Before land acquisition, the village committee can receive
an annual rent income of CNY250/mu. The rent income of the 35mu land totals CNY8750.
If the money is divided among the 538HHs in the village, that is only CNY16 for each
household. There will be scarcely any influence on the livelihood of individual household.
The rent has been kept as public welfare fund by the village committee. Even if the rent has
increased 4 times, which is as high as CNY1000/mu, the total sum will be only CNY65. If
the money is divided among the 538HHs in the village, that is only CNY65 for each
household.

According to the rate of compensation, calculated with the current annual interest of 3.25%
for example, the affected Michang Village will get CNY1.575million. The interest income
will be as much as CNY51,000 per year, which is much higher than the rent income. The
benefit of the villagers was not damaged. The affected farmer households can get
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employment opportunities to improve the income structure. Therefore, the compensation
standard for land acquisition can benefit the affected village and households.
To summarize, the compensation rates for the Project are considered adequate.

5.7 Compensation Funds Disbursement and Timing
HUTG is responsible for the compensation funds disbursement. According to Article 52 of
Regulations on the Implementation of the Land Administration Law of the PRC, payment
of various expenses for land requisition should be effected in full within 3 months starting
from the date of approval of the Resettlement Plan. The disbursement will abide with the
agreement signed between IA and the affected parts. Figure 2 shows the flow of
compensation fund.

Land Compensation Fee

→

HUTG

→

FNDLAB

→

→

HUTG

→

FNDLAB

→

Trees & Ground-Attachments
Compensation

Michang Village
Committee

Michang Village
Committee

→

APs

Miscellaneous Taxes and Fees

→

HUTG

→

FNDLAB, FNDFB

RP compilation fee

→

HUTG

→

RP compilation agency

Training fee

→

HUTG

→

Training institutions

monitoring & evaluation fee

→

HUTG

→

External monitoring agency

Figure 5-1 Flow Chart of Compensation Flow
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5.8 Compensation Entitlement Matrix
The entitlement matrix is designed according to the relevant policies in this chapter. Refer to Table 5-6.。
Table 5-6: Compensation Entitlement Matrix
Type of Loss

Permanent
land
Acquisition

Temporary land
occupation

Impact Degree

Permanent land acquisition of 35 mu for
WWTP construction, which is collective
farmland of Michang Village.

Temporary land occupation 143.72mu for
pipeline construction, all of which is river
shoal area, motor or non-motor vehicle
lanes of state-owned road.

Vulnerable
Groups

Women

Entitled
Persons

All the villagers of
Michang Village,
totally 538HHs,
1456 persons.

None

None

None

Women in the
age of 16~60.

Entitlements
1. The village as a whole will receive the compensation fee from reserved
collective-owned land acquisition which will be particularly used in the
construction of infrastructures such as road, drainage and lighting.
2. In the process of the construction, laborers in the affected households will be
given the priority for taking part in the construction, working at the non-technical
posts. When the project is completed, they will be granted with temporary posts.
The qualified persons will be employed for technical job such as technician and
operator in priority.
3. FNDPMO will provide a special fund of CNY10,000 for technical training. The
planned training person-time is 80.
No compensation is required.

Five-guarantee HHS, disabled, and vulnerable families to enjoy irregular
assistance from the village committee.
1. The percentage of women given employment priority should not be less than
30%.
2. Women will have the priority in the free technical training. The total training
person-time is 80, and women workers should not be less than 40 person-times
(about 50%).
3. Women will be assured of their access to the relevant information and the
consultation of the resettlement.
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Policy / Rate of
Compensation
Irrigated land
compensation: CNY
45000 /mu;
Ground attachment:
CNY4,000 in total

The IA is responsible
for the restoration.

6

Income Restoration Plan

6.1 Background
The overall objective of income restoration is to ensure that all APs losing their means of
livelihood (in this case their land) to the project are able to at least maintain their
pre-project levels of income and living standards.
The Project involves only permanent acquisition collective-owned forestry land and
temporary occupation of state-owned shoal area or motor/non-motor lanes. Although there is
only slight impact on local APs, to realize above purpose, a series income restoration
measures shall be taken in the RP, to ensure the APs benefit from the Project.
Current laws and regulations provide flexibility for villages to determine how to use the land
compensation fee, with the condition that, directly or indirectly, it benefits the affected
farmers.

6.2 Restoration Measures for Permanent Acquisition of Collective Land
The permanent collective land acquisition of Michang Village, totally 35mu, is caused by
wastewater treatment plant construction. The plot of land area is classified as collective
reserved farmland, which was not contracted to farmers but merely rented to farmers every
December, with the period of 1 year each time. In 2007, the land was rented to Zhou
Yong-shun to grown wheat, with the expiration date of December 2007. In 2008, the land was
not rented because of the land acquisition of the proposed ADB Project and the neighboring
methanol factory project. So far, there is no crop grown in the land.
Based on the survey of village committee and villagers’ opinions, the compensation of the
land will be disbursed in terms of irrigated land. The compensation fee will be paid to the
village committee, which will be mainly invested in construction and maintenance of the
village facilities such as road, drainage system, and lighting facilities. The Project will bring
convenience to living conditions of the villagers. The whole villagers, who will be indirectly
affected by the land acquisition, will also enjoy priority in employment and technical training,
etc.
6.2.1 Cash Compensation
According to calculation, for permanent land acquisition, the affected Michang Village will
receive CNY1,579.000 of land compensation fee. Divided by the 1,456 villagers in 538
households, that is only CNY1,084.5 for each person. Based on consultation between
committee and villagers during 2008~2011.5, the land acquisition compensation belonging
to the whole village will be reserved in the village committee as special fund for the
construction of collective infrastructures such as road construction, sewage maintenance
and lighting.
As for the Zhou Yong-shun, the tenant who rented the land in 2007, the 35mu land
involved in land acquisition takes up only 29% of his total rented land, which was 120mu in
2007. Since 2008, the 35mu land was not contracted. The household has also developed
their new business such as mechanical processing. The total household annual net
income is about CNY200,000. The land acquisition has brought scarcely any impact on
their income. If the affected village will invest the compensation fund in road construction,
the transportation cost saved will also exceed the benefit from the land farming. Therefore,
the land acquisition has brought no impact on the incomes or livelihoods of the villagers.
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6.2.2 Affected Persons Training
As required by the affected villagers and village committee, HUTG will arrange a special fund
of CNY10,000 for APs training, including agricultural production skills and non-agricultural
skills. The job training will be carried out by HUTG along with the women’ union, labor and
security bureau, and occupational training centre of Fengnan District. The non-agricultural
training includes pre-employment training and professional skill training. The pre-employment
training mainly consists of lectures on the state employment situation, employment policy,
laborer rights and interests safeguard and professional moral. The professional skill training
consists mainly of non-agricultural technical training courses such as mechanical repairs,
catering service, etc. Agricultural training will be held flexibly, mainly providing lectures on
growing of potatoes and development of related products, husbandry techniques, etc. The
training will help to promote skills of local people, improve their income structure, and
increase their income level. Refer to Table 6-1 for the training plan.
Table 6-1 Technical Training Plan for APs
Time

2011.08
2011.12

Trainee
some affected
households
some affected
households

Number of
Participants

Training Contents

Funds
Arrangement
(CNY)

20

pre-employment training

3,000

40

agricultural skill training

7,000

6.2.3 Project Employment
The construction of this project will create certain temporary or semi-fixed construction work
opportunities which include material transportation, earthwork project and food provision, etc.
Laborers in the affected households will enjoy the priority of taking part in the construction,
working at the non-technical posts so as to increase their income and improve their living
standard.
When the project is finished, there will be 35 vacancies in the plant. Under equal condition, the
villagers of Michang Village, which has been affected by the land acquisition will enjoy the priority
of obtaining these jobs. After consultation with HUTG, they have agreed that when the plant is built,
they will recruit 10 qualified workers after training from the villagers with high school and above
education level. In addition, the villagers will also enjoy the priority of obtaining low skill workers
working chances such as landscaping protection, tidiness and security for the plant.

6.3 Women Rights
In the preparation stage of the Resettlement Plan, the investigation group organized the affected
females to actively take part in the investigation of the project impacts and collect their thoughts
about the income restoration program. They were approval of the wastewater treatment project,
thinking that the construction of the project is good for improving the environment, that the land
acquisition doesn’t have much impact on their life. They wish to get training on agricultural and
husbandry production, clothes sewing skills, catering service and so on. They agree with the
method of cash compensation for land acquisition. They also agree that the land belongs to
collective-owned reserved land, and the allocation of the compensation money depends on the
villagers’ committee.
In the light of these women’s opinions, the implementation process will ensure that 30% of them
will get non-technical jobs. The affected women will be given priority in the technical training so
that their economic status will not be impaired. Altogether the training person-times will be 40, in
which women laborers should not be less than 20 person-times (50% of the total).
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6.4 Restoration of Temporarily Occupied Land
According to the temporary land occupation plan of this project, the temporary land
occupation refers mainly to the land excavated for pipeline construction. According to the
temporary land occupation scheme, the main temporarily occupied land of the project is the
areas used for wastewater pipeline construction. The total temporarily occupied state-owned
land area is 143.72mu, all river shoal land or motor/non-motor vehicle lane of state-owned
roads. The proposed occupation period is 6 months. The pipeline construction involves no
demolition, and will bring very little impact on the livelihood of local households and shops
along the pipeline. There is no directly affected person of pipeline temporary land occupation,
so there is no need for cash compensation for temporary land occupation of water distribution
pipeline construction. When the project is finished, the construction contractor will be
responsible for the restoration of the vehicle and no-vehicle lanes to their original scale and
standard. This cost will be included in the budget of the whole project.
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7

Institution Framework

7.1

Responsibility of Institutions

Fengnan District Government has organized a Project Leading Group for
Huang-gezhuang Town Waste Water Treatment Plant Project of Tangshan City. The
leading group has made it clear that Fengnan District Project Management Office
(FNDPMO) will work as the execution agency (EA) and Huang-gezhuang Government
(HUTG) as the implementation agency (IA). The IA will be responsible for routine operation
of the Project. Besides, the implementation of resettlement will involve several other
agencies to participate in the whole course. The responsibilities of each agency are stated
in the following Table 7-1.
Table 7-1
Institutions

Responsibilities
•
•
•
•

FNDPMO

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

HUTG

•
•

•
•
•

FNDLAB

•
•
•
•
•
•

Fengnan
District
Planning
Department

Responsibility of Institutions

•
•
•
•
•

Preparing the RP and organizing the implementation of the RP
Supervising the resettlement fund usage
Coordinating and supervising the resettlement activities and progress
Coordinating monitoring and evaluation/supervision activities, including
contracting an external monitor for the overall Project
Submitting progress report to the ADB
Coordinating and dealing with conflicts and problems during project
implementation
Preparing detailed income restoration plans
Recruitment of external monitoring agency
Engaging a consulting institution to assess the impact of the project
Be responsible for social-economic surveys
Applying for "the permission of land use " from Fengnan District Land
Administration Bureau
Scheduling the RP implementation
Entrusting the Fengnan District Land Administration Bureau to contract land
acquisition and displacement and pay resettlement funds in accordance with
the agreement
Conducting monitoring and evaluation
Carrying out the related laws and regulations relating to the management of
construction land use
Participating in the review of the compensation rates and resettlement
schemes
Dealing with the formalities of land acquisition
Participating in the social-economic surveys
Participating in the preparation of the RP and reviewing the RP
Issuing permission of land used for construction
Directing, coordinating and supervising land acquisition and resettlement
activities
Coordinating and dealing with the conflicts and problems in the process of
land acquisition and allocation
Registering land acquisition and making announcements
Organizing public participation and public hearings, if required
Proceeding with resettlement and compensation disbursement
Revise red line of permanent land acquisition and temporary occupation
Issuing the land use license based on spatial planning
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Institutions

District/Town
Government

Responsibilities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Town/ Village
committees

•
•
•

Consulting
and
designing
institute
External
monitoring
agency

7.2

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Assisting in social economic survey
Assisting in the preparation of resettlement options and the RP
Supervising village committees on resettlement and income restoration of
APs.
Reporting to the higher level institutions about the comments and suggestions
of affected people
Participating in the social economic survey
Participating in the preparation of the RP and resettlement scheme
Assisting in the public consultation and conducting information dissemination
of displacement policies
Consulting on allocation of land compensation fee and payment of
resettlement
Organizing income-generating activities after land acquisition and restoring
the income of the APs.
Reporting to higher level authorities about grievances and suggestions of APs
a
Providing assistance to the households with special difficulties
Minimizing resettlement impacts through optimized design schemes
Proposing/Finalizing the impact scope of land acquisition
Assisting EA/IA in RP preparation
Providing technical service in the aspects of collection and processing of
information and data
Providing technical assistance in land acquisition and resettlement
Working as independent monitoring agency, supervising the implementation
of the RP, and reporting to the EA and the ADB

Staffing of Institutions

The IA will play a key role during the resettlement process. However, besides the IA, there
will be some other related institutions unavoidably involved in the resettlement tasks. All
these institutions and the staffing are presented in Table 7-2.
Table 7-2：
：Staffing of Resettlement Agency
Institutions
Staffing
Gender
Qualifications
FNDPMO (EA)
male
College Education
１
HUTG (IA)
1 male 1 female
College Education
２
Fengnan District Land Administration
2
1 male 1 female
College Education
Bureau
Fengnan District Planning Bureau
Michang Village
Legal consulting agency
Design Institute
External Monitoring Agency

7.3

１
2
１
１
2

Resettlement Framework

7.3.1 Institutional Framework
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male
1 male 1 female
male
male
1 male 1 female

College Education
Middle School Education
Technician Expert
Technical Expert
Resettlement Expert

Fengnan District Project Management Office
FNDPMO(
(EA)

Huang-gezhuang Town Government,
Fengnan District
HUTG (IA)

Engineering

Plan & Finance
Section

Resettlement
Office

Section

Administrative
Section

Fengnan District Land Resource Administrative Bureau
-FNDLAB

Affected Villages

Affected Persons

Figure 7-1 Resettlement Organization Structure
7.3.2 Training Plan
In the implementation process of the RP, it has been planned to organize training to key
staff members engaged in the resettlement implementation. The training may include
study visit to domestic ADB projects, resettlement policy courses and project
implementation skills training. This training will be organized by ADB HPMO of Hebei
Province in Shijiazhuang. Refer to Table 7-2 for the training plan.
Table 7-3 Resettlement Staff Training Plan
No.

Training Content
Resettlement
Implementation Training
Study visit to ADB
Resettlement Project

1
2

7.4

Trainee

Time

Place

Cost Estimate
(RMB)

resettlement staff

Oct. 2008

Shijiazhuang

3,560

key resettlement
staff members

June 2011

in China

5,000

Institutional Capacity Strengthening

A variety of measures will be taken to support capacity building and ensure effective
implementation and control of the RP. These include:
•

The PMO should have sufficient funds and equipment to assure the efficiency of the
work;
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•
•
•

•
•

•

A computer information system should be established to guarantee the smooth flow of
information between the authority, agency and the lower levels;
The IA will set up a reporting system, to report to EA once a month;
Horizontal linking agencies, such as FNDLAB, Fengnan District spatial planning
department, etc, will gathered by HUTG to hold coordination meetings once a quarter
to enhance information exchange;
Issues put forward by the APs will be reported and disseminated through the
resettlement offices at each level;
Issues which occur during construction will be reported by the site engineer, first to
his/her organizational level and then, if necessary, upwards through each of the
hierarchical levels;
Disciplinary measures will be introduced to constrain individuals from shifting
responsibilities onto others and from delaying the resettlement process. People
responsible for causing trouble will be punished, and those with good performance will
be rewarded.
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8

Resettlement Budget

8.1

Resettlement Budget Calculation

All the expenditures concerning land acquisition and resettlement will be considered in the
Project budget. Based on the price in first half of the year 20118, the resettlement cost
estimation totals CNY2,680,315, in which the basic resettlement expense including
permanent collective land acquisition and temporary land occupation cost is CNY1,579,000,
accounting for 58.9％ of the total; subsidiary resettlement cost is CNY 189,480, accounting
for 7.07％ of the total, of which the external monitoring ; miscellaneous taxes and fees is
CNY646,563, accounting for 24.12 ％ of the total; the contingencies is CNY265,272,
accounting for 9.90％ of the total. Refer to Table 8-1 for the overall schedule of resettlement
investment estimate.
Table 8-1 Project Resettlement Budget Estimation
Serial
No.

A

A1

A1.1
A1.2
A2
A2.1
A3
A3.1

Item

B1
B2
B3
B4
B5

permanent
collective land
acquisition
Irrigated
farmland
Land
Compensation
Resettlement
Subsidy
Young Crops
Compensation
Temporary Land
Occupation
State-owned
Land
Infrastructures &
Ground
Attachments
380V electric
poles

C1
C2

State-Owned
Qty.

Qty.

Total
Cost
(CNY)

Ratio
Qty.

Qty.

Mu

45000

35

1575000

35

1575000

58.76%

45000

35

1575000

35

1575000

58.76%

0

35

0

35

0

0.00%

0

0

143.72

/

143.72

0

0.00%

0

0

143.72

/

143.72

0

0.00%

5

4000

5

4000

4000

0.15%

1579000

58.91%

Mu
Mu

Mu
Mu

0

pole

800

/

5

1579000

Subsidiary Resettlement Expense
Reconnaissance,
Design and
Research Fee
Implementation
Management
Fee
Skill Training Fee
Internal
Monitoring and
Evaluation Fee
External
Monitoring and
Evaluation Fee
Subtotal of B

C

Village
Collective-owned
Cost
Qty.
(CNY)

Basic Resettlement Expense

Subtotal of A

B

Unit

Compens.
Rate
(CNY/Unit)

CNY

3.00%

1579000

47370

47370

1.77%

CNY

2.00%

1579000

31580

31580

1.18%

CNY

2.00%

1579000

31580

31580

1.18%

CNY

1.00%

1579000

15790

15790

0.59%

CNY

4.00%

1579000

63160

63160

2.36%

189480

189480

7.07%

/

Miscellaneous Taxes and Fees
cultivated Land
Acquisition Tax
Cultivated Land
Reclamation Fee

mu

3335

35

116725

35

116725

4.35%

mu

6667

35

233333

35

233333

8.71%
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Serial
No.

Item

Unit

Compens.
Rate
(CNY/Unit)

Village
Collective-owned
Cost
Qty.
(CNY)

State-Owned
Qty.

Qty.

Total
Cost
(CNY)

Qty.

Ratio
Qty.

C3

New
Construction
Land Use Fee

mu

6667

35

233345

35

233345

8.71%

C4

Land acquisition
administration
fee

CNY

4.00%

1579000

63160

1579000

63160

2.36%

646563

646563

24.12%

265272

265272

Total

2680315

2680315

9.90%
100.00
%

Ratio

100.00%

100.00%

Subtotal of C

D

Contingency

D1

Contingency

8.2

CNY

15.00%

1768480

Resettlement Financing and Disbursement Plan

The use of the land compensation fees and resettlement subsidies should be decided on the
basis of the adequate consultation of villagers’ opinions. The compensation for
ground-attached properties and infrastructures should be paid to the concerned unit or
individual.
To ensure timely and full-sum availability of the fund, restoration of livelihood and income of
affected persons, FNDPMO and HUTG will adopt the following measures:
•
•

•

•

All the fees concerning the land acquisition and resettlement will be considered in the
project total budget.
All the land compensation fee and resettlement subsidies should be paid prior to the
land acquisition so as to ensure all the affected persons receive well-arranged
resettlement.
For smooth implementation of land acquisition and resettlement, financial and
supervisory institutions of all levels should be established to ensure all the funds be
disbursed in due time.
The budget in the RP is the estimation of resettlement cost, which may increase by
certain amount due to actual changes of the project, practical affected properties
determined by Detailed Measurement Survey (DMS), compensation modification and
inflation, etc. Nonetheless, FNDPMO and HUTG promise to pay the compensation
and cover any shortfall of funds that may occur. The contingencies should be taken
into account of budget which can be used and modified according to requirements.
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9

Implementation Schedule

9.1

Activities Prior to Resettlement

A. Determination of Resettlement Scope
The red line for demolition or land acquisition shall be determined according to the design
layout of the Project, so as to identify scope of resettlement. Related resettlement information
shall be publicized to the villages of resettlement area by means of meetings and
resettlement notice. The EA will organize investigation and registration of the status of land,
households, subsidiaries, and land attached properties within the pegged area.
B. Field check of land acquisition and demolition
After receiving the land acquisition application report submitted by the IA, FNDLAB will send
out their appropriate staff to visit the affected site, check and register the conditions of land,
houses, attached properties, facilities, equipment etc, investigate and determine the nature
and ownership of infrastructures. All the related information will be recorded in detail.
C. Compilation of budgeted land acquisition & resettlement plan
According to findings of investigation, FNDLAB and the IA will prepare the compilation of the
land acquisition & resettlement plan with related budget based on relevant policies and
regulations, and then submit to Fengnan District Government for review.
D. Contract signing
Under the coordination and guidance of FNDPMO, the EA, a lump sum land acquisition and
resettlement agreement will be signed between HUTG and FNDLAB.

9.2

Activities during Resettlement

The concerned LAB will disburse the land compensation fees to the village according to the
signed agreement. Village provide land and on the premise agreed by 2/3 villagers, the
village committee can use the funds of land acquisition and compensation fees to invest in
the village infrastructure construction, such as road construction and lighting.
HUTG, the Project IA, shall apply to HUTLAB for land use permission. The IA will make efforts
to obtain the land usage license and complete the procedure timely.
In case there is need for dismantling of facilities and utilities affected by the Project, this will
be supervised by the EA. The project IA, HUTG, will disburse compensation fees to the
proprietor, then the proprietor will arrange displacement, restoration and reconstruction of
these facilities and utilities.
Internal monitoring will be responsibility of the local IA, who will prepare and submit a
monitoring report to the EA every 6 months. External monitoring will be the responsibility of
the EA, who will contract this work to an independent consultant and will submit monitoring
reports every year to the ADB. The external monitoring targets will be focused on the AP’s
income restoration and maintenance of their livelihood after land acquisition and demolition.
In case the targets are not achieved, constraints should be identified and reported.
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9.3

Activities after Resettlement

A. Continue Internal and external monitoring & evaluation
B. Summary and Documentation
When resettlement work is completed, the responsible persons will compile the
resettlement completion report. The IA will review the report and file it.

9.4

Resettlement Implementation Schedule

An implementation schedule for the RP has been worked out according to the land
acquisition implementation progress during the construction of Huang-gezhuang Town
Waste Water Treatment Plant Project of Tangshan City. The exact implementation time in
the schedule may be appropriately modified due to the deviation of the project general
progress.
The design document compilation has been conducted during November 2009 to May
2011. It has been planned to conduct tendering and bidding during May 2011 to August
2011. The Project will conduct construction preparation in August 2011, and start
construction in September 2011. The construction will last for 12 months, which has been
planned to finish in September 2012. The resettlement will start in June 2011, The RP
team has been set up and trained in April, 2010. DMS will be conducted during June 25th
to June 26th 2011. The land acquisition and compensation will be conducted during June
to July 2011, on the basis of thorough consultation with affected persons. The technical
training and income restoration will start from August 2011, and last until December 2012.
The training agreement will be signed in July 2011. The Project construction will start in
September 2011. While external monitoring will start in June 2011 with baseline survey
and last until Dec. 31st, 2013. Refer to Table 9-1 for resettlement implementation
schedule.
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Table 9- 1 Project Resettlement Implementation Schedule
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10

Monitoring, Evaluation And Reporting

The PMO and IA will regularly monitor and evaluate the implementation of land acquisition
and resettlement activities in order to ensure resettlement work is implemented successfully
in accordance with the RP, and to achieve the target of appropriate livelihood restoration for
APs.
The monitoring will comprise two components: internal monitoring and external monitoring.
Internal monitoring will be mainly conducted by the project leading group, PMO and the IA to
ensure that organizations involved in implementation of land acquisition and resettlement
work abide by principles and schedules of the RP. The aim of internal monitoring is to
encourage the concerned organizations to carry out good performance while the external
monitoring and evaluation will be conducted by an independent agency regularly on the
activities of land acquisition and resettlement.
Usually monitoring on resettlement is conducted by covering data collection, analysis,
reporting, physical target and financial target, entitlement of APs. Resettlement monitoring
will focus on the following two aspects:
1) The progress of disbursement and provision of entitlements to APs.
2) Socio-economic status comparison of APs and villages before and after project
resettlement and rehabilitation measures. Background socio-economic data collected
during the AP inventory and census will be used in this assessment.

10.1

Internal Monitoring

Internal monitoring and evaluation will be undertaken by the FNDPMO, HUTLAB and HUTG,
to assure the concerned departments abide by the RP. Internal monitoring and evaluation
aims at the well performance during the resettlement process.
10.1.1 Objectives
The objectives of internal monitoring are:
•
•
•
•
•

To inspect the progress of demolition, displacement and land acquisition.
To assure the smooth communication channel between project managerial staff and
affected people.
To assure timely full disbursement of compensation.
To assure timely settlement of appeals by affected people.
To assure that the compensation disbursed is legally appropriate and that corruption
is prevented.
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10.1.2 Major Tasks of Internal Monitoring
The EA will take major responsibility for Internal monitoring, covering the activities of APs,
entitlement, advice, grievance, problems, efficiency, timing, and budget, etc.
•
•

•

•
•
•

Disbursement of entitlements to AP: compensation, cultivated land, and employment
as specified in the RP.
Social adaptability and cohesion: impacts with a gender perspective on APs and
vulnerable groups, public participation, non-government’s role, AP’s attitudes and
commons after resettlement, number of complaints and appeal procedures,
implementation of preferential policies and income restoration measures, and
improvements in women’s status in villages.
Restoration of community facilities and services: timely restoration of community
facilities and services and ensuring that mitigation measures to minimize impacts are
implemented.
Public participation and consultation: involvement of AP in resettlement
implementation as per the public consultation plan outlined in the RP.
Review of grievance register and responses to complaints.
Assistance to vulnerable groups.

It is anticipated that internal monitoring reports will be brief documents reporting on progress
to date and identification of issues, how issues were resolved, consultations undertaken,
revisions of the resettlement schedule and disbursement of budget where required.

10.2

External Monitoring

Required by the ADB, FNDPMO will appoint an independent agency to carry out the external
monitoring and evaluation on resettlement. The independent agency should have a good
reputation, be well experienced and fully understand ADB’s policy and requirements on
resettlement. FNDPMO will sign a contract with this agency. The terms of reference (TOR) for
the independent evaluator are listed in Annex 1.
10.2.1 Objectives
The objectives of external monitoring and evaluation are as follows:
•
•
•
•

Certify the level of APs’ livelihood restoration after land acquisition and resettlement.
Identify the causes of any problems with the policies or implementation in case
restoration is not fully made.
Assess the performance, effect, and impacts of resettlement, including the response
of APs, resettlement policies, and sustainability.
Evaluate whether AP’s living conditions, livelihoods and incomes have been fully
restored.

10.2.2 Methodology
The methodology of external monitoring and evaluation are listed as follows:
•

•

The Independent agency will conduct a baseline survey on the affected area and
acquire the baseline data of the APs in June 2011. The investigation about production
and AP’s living conditions will be made every year to measure the change. A 5~10%
sample tracer investigation will be adopted. Irregular interview or site visits will be
made to acquire sufficient data for evaluation.
Group discussion and consultation with various groups of people from government,
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•
•
•
•

non-government, community and APs.
Interview with key persons such as local CRC leaders and village heads regarding
resettlement implementation.
Community public meetings to collect further information about resettlement.
Purposeful direct observations regarding progress of replacement and visits to the
individuals or groups.
Informal investigation or interview by non-sampling means such as with the APs,
villagers and staff engaged with resettlement.

10.2.3 Major Tasks
The independent monitoring agency will monitor and evaluate the resettlement relative with
the project and consolidate their findings and assessment into a report to ADB, EA and other
concerned departments. These reports can be helpful in the policy-making by these
concerned departments. The APs and NGO’s and communities will participate in the activities
of assessment.
Monitoring and assessment will cover the following:
•
•
•
•
•

10.3

Progress of land acquisition;
Progress of resettlement of APs;
The compensation fee being paid and used;
APs’ Livelihood benefits monitoring from compensation fund utilization;
The operation and efficiency of the resettlement institutions.

Reporting Requirements

Internal monitoring and assessment reports will be submitted quarterly by the project EA to
the IA while the external monitoring & evaluation (M&E) reports will be submitted every six
months by the external monitor. The external M&E reports will be continued once every six
months after the completion of the resettlement until the construction works are completed or
until the APs livelihood is fully rehabilitated, whichever the latter. These reports will also be
submitted to ADB every six months and uploaded onto the ADB website. Annual evaluation
reports will also be prepared by the external monitor once every 12 months until Project
completion.
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Annex 1. TOR for External Monitoring & Evaluation1
A

Objectives of External M&E

According to the requirements of ADB’s resettlement policy, external monitoring and
evaluation will be conducted during Huang-gezhuang Town Waste Water Treatment Plant
Project of Tangshan City resettlement implementation. The follow-up evaluation will be
conducted during the land acquisition and resettlement through checking the progress, fund
and management of land acquisition and resettlement and through analyzing and comparing
the changes and restoration of production and living standards of those affected persons.
Apart from the regular submission of report to ADB, FNDPMO and concerned department
(twice a year in the resettlement implementation), information and advice are also provided
for every department to make decision as a reference. Through the external monitoring and
evaluation, Asian Development Bank and departments in charge of the program get sufficient
information about whether the land acquisition and resettlement are implemented in time and
up to the requirements. Moreover, problems are pointed out and suggestions for the work
improvement are given.
B

Tasks of M&E

The external M&E of resettlement shall mainly fulfill the following tasks:
 M&E on land acquisition progress, including：
 Permanent land acquisition progress；
 Temporary land occupation progress.
 M&E on fund utilization progress, including：
 Fund raising or allocation progress;
 Compensation disbursement progress (planned and actual).
 APs living level M&E, including：
 APs living level prior to resettlement；
 APs living level after resettlement；
 Comparison & analysis of APs employment and living level before & after
resettlement.
 Monitoring on the mechanisms and efficiency of grievance procedures;
 Monitoring on availability of compensation, rehabilitation and reconstruction of
public facilities and progress of construction;
 AP’s participation in the processes of preparation of RP, land acquisition and
resettlement and income restoration;
 Collection of monitoring data and establishment of a data file;
 Comparison & Analysis;
 Report Submission.
C

Technical Procedures

The external M&E of the Project shall follow the procedures stated below:
Prepare RP evaluation outline; prepare questions and tables for investigation; prepare the
scheme of random sampling; base investigation; set up information management system;
supervise survey; establish data files; compare analysis and make assessment; prepare
monitoring report; check the completion of monitoring; draw conclusions.

1

This is a standard TOR adopted for the whole project.
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D

External M&E Agency

The external monitoring and evaluation will be undertaken by an external monitoring
agency authorized by FNDPMO and acceptable to the ADB.
E

Organizations and Responsibilities





F

M&E Methodology







G

FNDPMO will entrust the external monitoring agency with the specific investigation,
data collection, calculation and analysis of monitoring and evaluation, as well as the
examination of their results.
The external monitoring agency will set up the resettlement M&E group of the
Huang-gezhuang Town Waste Water Treatment Plant Project of Tangshan City,
which will be responsible for M&E of project resettlement, formulation of M&E outline,
establishment of monitoring sites, field survey and in-door analysis of monitoring, as
well as preparation of resettlement M&E report, according to ADB Involuntary
Resettlement Policy.
FNDPMO shall provide assistance to the external M&E agency, particularly in the
aspects of field survey, staffing and logistics.

The monitoring and evaluation adopts a combined method of field investigation,
calculation & analysis, and comprehensive assessment by experts.
The investigation is to be conducted in the way of a combination of the key parts
with the whole project. There should be a overall investigation of the resettlement
implementation progress, funds, institutions and management. And a sample
investigation should be carried out among affected households.
The sample investigation adopts random sampling and other methods to make
follow-up investigation for the typical sampling households in resettlement project.
The overall investigation adopts the forms of table investigation, forum discussion,
inquiring of documents and archives.
Photos, audio and video records and objects should be collected apart from written
materials.

Report of M&E

The external monitoring agency should submit a resettlement monitoring report every six
months, and an annual resettlement evaluation report to BGPMO and ADB. The external
resettlement M&E shall following the schedule listed below:
June 2011
June 2011
Dec.2011
June 2012
Dec.2012
Dec.2013

Contract an independent evaluator, prepare the working outline; prepare
monitoring plan such as outline of survey, tables, establishment of
monitoring system, define assignment, and selection of monitoring
samples;
Conduct baseline and first survey, submit monitoring report No.1;
Conduct second survey, submit monitoring report No.2;
Conduct third survey, submit monitoring report No.3;
Conduct fourth survey, submit evaluation report No.1;
Conduct fifth survey, submit evaluation report No.2;
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Annex 2 Resettlement Information Booklet (RIB)
The construction of Huang-gezhuang Town Waste Water Treatment Plant Project of
Tangshan City is a key component of Hebei Small Cities and Towns Development
Demonstration Sector Project financed by ADB loan. The preparation of the Project
has already started. Fengnan District Project Management Office (FNDPMO) will
work as the executing agency (EA) and Huang-gezhuang Town Government (HUTG)
will be the implementation agency (IA). The IA will be responsible for routine operation
of the Project.
The Project implementation will affect the location of your family (unit) to some extent.
The booklet is distributed to inform you on the basic status of the sub-component of
the Project, relevant land acquisition, demolition and relocation policies of the state,
the impacts on your household, the compensation rates and resettlement measures,
and the path of appeals and grievance, etc..
I. Background & Significance of Project

Energetically developing small city construction not only can shift massive rural
surplus labors, but also can make the agricultural population enter lower-threshold
small city so as to transfer into the town population, and beneficially improve
agriculture industry and township enterprises to develop fast, as well as accelerate
agricultural modernization and town industrialization advancement. Energetically
developing small city construction is a practical choice in accordance with Chinese
fundamental realities.
The beneficial area is urban area of Huang-gezhuang Town. The service
population is 20,608 in 2007, covering the service area of 2.6 km2. The planned
service population is 50,000 in 2020, with the urban area of 5.75km2.
After implementation of the Project, it will play an active role to alleviate the pollution
situation in Huang-gezhuang Town, reduce the water pollutant level, improve the
water environment, which is benefit for body health of local residents and
development of industrial & agricultural production. It can be expected that
construction of the Project will bring the following social and economic benefits: (i)
Control pollution to the Douhe River valley, protect the water resource. (ii) Improve
environment of Huang-gezhuang Town, guarantee body-health of local people. (iii)
Promote sustainable development of Huang-gezhuang Town, alleviate water resource
deficiency.
II. Components & Impacts of Project

Huang-gezhuang Town Waste Water Treatment Plant Project comprises 2 parts:
wastewater treatment plant construction, and wastewater collection pipeline
construction. The following Table A2-1 shows the detail:
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Table A2-1 Project Description
Contents of
Project

Brief Description

Land Acquisition &
Resettlement

Construction of
WWTP

Build one secondary WWTP, with
the
treatment
capacity
of
3
20,000m /d
and
the
land
occupation area of 35mu. The
plant comprises 5 parts, including
the front area, the mechanical
treatment area (pretreatment), the
bio-chemical treatment area, the
sludge treatment area, and the
preserved
area
for
future
development.

The proposed site is located in
the
southwest
of
Huang-gezhuang Town, on the
east of the Douhe River
Branch, and on the west of
Huida Group. The total land
occupation
is
35mu, all
collective-owned
reserved
farmland of Michang Village.

.Construction
of Wastewater
Collection
Pipeline

Build d300~d1000 wastewater
collection pipeline, with the total
length of 13756m. All the pipes
shall adopt reinforced concrete
pipe.

Total
temporary
land
occupation is 143.72mu, all of
which is drainage channel or
motor/ non-motor lanes.

The resettlement impact of the Project is mainly permanent land acquisition and
temporary land occupation, which involves no demolition of residential houses and
enterprise properties.
The construction of the WWTP involves permanent land acquisition of 35mu farmland
of the Michang Village.
The construction of the wastewater collection pipeline involves temporary land
occupation of 143.72mu, all of which is state-owned river shoal land, motor or
non-motor vehicle lanes. There are no residential houses or other buildings along the
routine of the pipeline.
Land acquisition of the Project involves Michang Village of Huang-gezhuang Town.
There are totally 538 households in the village, with the population of 1456. The
acquired land areas were classified as collective reserved farmland, which were not
contracted to farmers. Therefore, all the villagers shall be regarded as affected
persons of the Project, altogether 538HHs, 1456 persons,

III. Project Budget and Schedule
Huang-gezhuang Town Waste Water Treatment Plant Project is CNY64.51million,
including USD 4.0 million utilizing the proposed ADB loan. The resettlement
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budget has been estimated as CNY2,680,315, which takes up 4.16% of the total
investment.
The Project has been scheduled to start construction in September 2011, and
finish in September 2012, with the total construction period of 12 months. After the
RP is approved by ADB, the land acquisition, compensation and resettlement plan
will start execution in June, 2011.
Both for ADB and the Chinese government, the overriding objective of the RP is to
ensure the people whose land or property is unavoidably lost due to the Project
receive assistance so that they would be at least as well-off as they would have been
in the absence of the Project, and get benefits from the project. This RP is prepared
just for the above purpose.

IV. Project Compensation
1. Compensation Rates

The compensation rates of land acquisition and resettlement are determined on the
basis of sufficient surveys, with reference to involuntary resettlement policy of Asian
Development Bank, state and provincial laws, regulations, and by-laws. The rates
have aimed to restore and improve living standard of affected persons in short period
after resettlement. The compensation rates applied to the Project are tabulated in
Table A2-2.
Table 2-2 Compensation Rates for Permanent Land Acquisition
No.

Compensation Rates

1

Item
Land Compensation Fund

2

Young Crops Subsidy

CNY0/mu

CNY45,000/mu
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Remarks

2. Proposed Implementation Timetable of the Project
Table A4-4

Proposed Schedule of Key Activities

Items

Time

Remark

Promulgated bulletin of land

2011.6

RIB distribution completed.

acquisition and relocation。

And sequential information
will be publicized.

2011.6

Compensation payment

Compensation for individual
APs will be fully paid in one
month before land acquisition
commence.

Land transfer

2011.6~7

Preparation for the project

2011.6~7

Project Implementation

2011.9-2012.9

3. Compensation Eligibility Cut-off Date

Fengnan District Government announced the eligibility cut-off date as June 10th , 2008.
After the date, the settlement in the affected areas, newly cultivated land, newly built
houses as well as any newly planted trees or newly added facilities of the affected
persons aimed at extra compensation will be excluded from the range of
compensation and subsidy.
4. Assistance to Vulnerable Groups

According to the socioeconomic survey, the project does not involve any vulnerable
group such as poor or low income households, woman-headed, disabled, single
elderly families or minorities.

VII. Resettlement Measures of APs
Based on consultation with the APs and actual situations of the Project, the
resettlement measures to be applied in the Project have been determined as the
following:
According to calculation, for permanent land acquisition, the affected Michang
Village will receive CNY1,575.000 of land compensation fee. Divided by the 1,456
villagers in 538 households, that is only CNY1,084.5 for each person. Based on
consultation between committee and villagers, the land acquisition compensation
belonging to the whole village will be reserved in the village committee as special
fund for the construction of collective infrastructures such as road construction,
sewage maintenance and lighting. The original rent income was also kept by the
village committee as the public welfare fund.
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The construction of this project will create certain temporary or semi-fixed construction
work chances which include material transportation, earthwork project and food provision,
etc. Laborers in the affected households will enjoy the priority of taking part in the
construction, working at the non-technical posts so as to increase their income and
improve their living standard.
When the project is finished, there will be 35 vacancies in the plant. Under equal condition,
the villagers of Michang Village, which has been affected by the land acquisition will enjoy
the priority of obtaining working chances. After consultation with HUTG, they have agreed
that when the plant is built, they will recruit 10 qualified workers after training from the
villagers with high school and above education level. In addition, the villagers will also
enjoy the priority of obtaining low skill workers working chances such as landscaping
protection, tidiness and security for the plant. HUTG will arrange a special fund of
CNY10,000 for APs training, including agricultural production skills and
non-agricultural skills.

VI. Rights & Obligations of APs
1. Rights of APs
Any advices or opinions to land acquisition compensation and its distribution can be
expressed by affected persons through different appeal channels. Whether during the
resettlement compiling period or implementation period, the affected persons may make
full negotiation and discussion with resettlement compiling agency and land acquisition
implementation party on compensation standards, land acquisition compensation
distribution, employment, social safeguards, vulnerable groups, and other key issues, to
ensure that the living standard of affected persons do not drop, even will be improved to a
certain extent after project implementation.
2. Obligations of APs
After receiving proper and timely compensation funds provided by land acquisition party,
the affected persons should coordinate with relevant units to complete relative procedures
for land acquisition in accordance with the requirements of implementation process of the
project. New buildings/structures shall not be constructed within the scope of the
resettlement survey, otherwise the compensation fund will be canceled.

VII. Channel of Appeals & Grievance
Public participation is encouraged in both the preparing and the implementing
process of the resettlement action plan, so there should not be immense
controversies to incur. However, in the whole process, some unforeseeable
problems may happen. In order to effectively solve the problems and guarantee
the successful land acquisition and project implementation, a transparent and
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effective grievance redress channel is to be set up in the project.
In case APs are dissatisfied with compensation arrangements made by the
resettlement staff, or they feel unfairly or unreasonably treated, they can seek
settlement through grievance or appeal redress procedures. The basic solution
procedures are as follows:
- Stage 1: If the rights of the affected households are infringed in any respect of
the land acquisition and resettlement, the affected households can complain or
appeal to Villagers’ Representative Committee of Michang Village in oral or written
form. If an oral appeal is made, the VRC must record it on paper and respond to it. The
appeal of the AP shall be handled within one week. The person responsible for
resettlement appeals in the VRC of Michang Village is Hou Yan-jun, whose cell-phone
number is 13532522528.
- Stage 2: If the AP is not satisfied with the decision in stage 1, he/she can, after
receiving the solution, appeal progressively to the Implementation Agency (IA) of the
Project, Huang-gezhuang Town Government (HUTG). The IA shall make a solution
within one week. The person responsible for resettlement appeals in HUTG is Xiao
Nai-chang, whose cell-phone number is 13081187088.
- Stage 3: After receiving the solution from the IA in stage 2, if the AP is not satisfied
with the decision, he/she can appeal to Fengnan Dsitrict Project Management Office
(FNPMO) or Fengnan District Land Resources Branch Bureau (FNLAB) for
administrative arbitration. FNPMO or FNLAB who accepted the appeal shall make a
solution within ten days. The person responsible for resettlement appeals in FNPMO is
Bi Ying-hua, whose cell-phone number is 13191756448. His office is in the
Development & Reform Bureau of Fengnan District. The person responsible for
resettlement appeals in FNLAB is Wang Ke-qiang, whose cell-phone number is
13031560252. His office is in the first floor of FNLAB.
- Stage 4: if the AP is still dissatisfied with the arbitration result, he/she can appeal to
the civil court according to civil litigation law after receiving the final arbitration solution.
The APs can make appeals on any respect of the resettlement, such as compensation
rates, etc.
All of the institutions shall accept the appeals and grievance of the affected persons free
of charge, while the proper expenses occurred thereof will be paid in the contingencies of
this project. The grievance redress procedures will be valid in the whole construction
period, so that the affected persons may apply them to solve relevant problems.

VIII. Contact of Resettlement Offices
Resettlement Office with Executing Agency (FNDPMO)
Address: Wenhua Street, Fengnan District (Development & Reform Bureau)
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Post code: 063300
Contactor: Bi Ying-hua
Tel: 13191756448
Resettlement Office with Implementation Agency, Fengnan
Huang-gezhuang Town Government (HUTG)
Address: No.3 Hui-feng Road, Huangge-zhuang Town, Fengnan District
Post code: 063300
Contactor: Ma Hong-zhi
Tel: 15831506688
Fengnan District Land Resources Administrative Branch Bureau
Address: Xuxin Road, Fengnan District
Post code: 063300
Contactor: Wang Ke-qiang
Tel: 13031560252

IX. Right of Interpretation
The right of interpretation for the RIB belongs to FNDPMO.
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